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Women organize to combat 
discrimination. in police force 

Women are being effectively 
barred from joining the Ottawa 
police force by sexist hiring 
policies, according to the Com
mittee for Equal Opportunity in 
the Ottawa Police Tuwartment. 
(OPD). 

The committee is investigating 
the cases of two Ottawa women 
who experienced discrimination 

because of their sex and marital 
status. The two, Anne Colfer and 
Carole McAdam claim that the 
recruiting officers have been 
discouraging their applications 
by giving out different quali-
fications, by questioning the 
appropriateness of a marital 
status and by evading follow-up 

. calls. 

Where are the Women 
in your P~lice Force? 

DID YOU KNOW THAT: 

since 1969 no women have been hired by the Ottawa Police Department 

there are 6 women out of 576 officers on the Ottawa police force 

other major police forces In the country, lncludtnQ 1he RCMP end OPP 
have women performing full policing dulilla 

the Ottawa police force eflectlvety excludes ll0"4 of all women by retaining 
prohibitive height requirements 

Equal Opportunity policies have been adopted by the Ontario government end 
implemented by ITI09t pollce department& . but not In Ottawa 

WHERE WOMEN HAVE ASSUMED FULL POLICE ROLES IT HAS BEEN 
JOiJND THA'!: 

trained women can protect the1111elves and others adequately 

their prewntive approach has reduced the Incidence of violence In situations of 
conflict 

the majority, of citizens aerved by the police are women end children, many of 
lheae people prefer to deal with policewomen 

•women have proven particularly effective in patrol, plalnclothes work and 
eliciting Information from both suspects and victiml 

In recent ca. women have been unsucceuful In their allempta to Join 
Ille Ottawa police torce. II you believe that the p0//ce departtnflflt ahould 
be more reprnentallve of Ille population of the community and are con-

cerned about lhl• 1nue call: WEEKDAYS 232-3045 

Help your police department become more 
responsive to the needs of all people 

CommlllH lor Equal Opportunity In the Ottawa. Police Department 

In March of this year, Anne 
Colfer was informed by Sgt. 
Amyott that the OPD followed 
the Ontario Police standard, 
miniinum height requirement of 
5ft 4in for female officers, 
minimum weight 110 pounds. 
Each applicant had to be a 
Canadian citizen or British sub
ject, between the ages of 18 and 
35 years, certified in good health, 
with unaided perfect vision and 
possessing an Ontario grade 12 
diploma or equivalent. 

Colfer applied in person for the 
position .of regular police cons
table. She was measured (5ft 
7in), weighed, fingerprinted and 
interviewed. She found that few 
questions were concerned with 
her qualifications (BA in socio
logy-and extensive probation and 
parole experience) or her aspi
ration for a law enforcement 
career. 

Instead, questions were large
ly focused on her sex and.marital 
status. For example, she was 
asked if her husband knew and 
approved of her application; and, 
if she were pregnant . and not 
aware of it, how would ·.she 
protect her. child. She was also 
asked if she would not prefer a 
big, strong policeman t;o come to 
her aid if she were in danger, 
rather than a policewoman. Fi
nally, she was told she might not 
be accepted for the Board of 
Review even if she met all 
requirements. 

Colfer wrote to Controller 
Marion Dewar asking her assis
tance in what seemed to be a case 
of job discrimination based on 
sex and marital status. 

Colfer wrote to Controller 
Marion Dewar asking her as
sistance in what seemed to be a 
case of job discrimination based. 
on sex and marital status. 

Dewar wrote to Chie,f Leo 
Seguin inquiring about Colfer's 
application for employment. She 
received a xeroxed copy of two 
pages of the Police Act · with 
several sections circled. The 
sections stated, in effect, that 
members of the police force were 
not to take action upon any 

How to say no to a rapist ... 

request from a member of a 
board or council but should 
report the particulars to the 
provincial minister and attorney 
general. 

On Easter Sunday Colfer 'was 
interviewed by Sgt, Rae in her 
home in the presence of her 
husband. She was asked if she 
realized she would be working 
with men, how her husband felt 
about her working shifts. Colfer 
thought it was a bit irregular to 
be interviewed on Easter Sunday 
but was told that loose ends had 
to be tied up. 

. When Colfer phoned to ask 
about the progress of her ap
plication she was ·told th&t her 
out-of-town references were 
being checked out. She had nqt 
supplied any out-of-to~ refe
rences. 

Colfer went to the Office of 
Equal Opportunity to discuss her 
case. She was told she could 
apply for a hearing with the 
Board of Commissioners of Police 
for the City of· Ottawa. The 
Board, in turn, informed her that 
her charge of discrimination was 
groundless, "We do not hire ~ 
or' women, we hire qualified 
police officers. 

Colfer's case attracted the 
attention of the media and tli&t 
of another woman, Carole 
McAdam, who had similar dis
couraging experiences with the 
Ottawa police. 

In July, McAdam applied for 
the same position of regular 
constable. She was given vague 
information about the next active 
. recruiting period. When ques
tioned about her height (5ft 6in) 
she was told she did not meet the 
height requirement of 5ft lOin for 
female applicants and could not 
even be considered for appli-
cation. 

McAdam met with Colfer to 
discuss their respective cases. 
They found that the OPP and the 
RCMP have established 5ft 4in as 
the minimum height requirement 
for female officers. When Colfer 
phoned the Ottawa police she 
was told that the height re
gulation for women had been 5ft 

lOin for the past two years. Yet 
she herself was only 5ft'7in and 
was given an application with no 
regard to her height. 

Colfer and McAdam filed sep
arate complaints with the Ontar
io Human Rights Commission 
claiming discrimination. They re
ceived support from various or
ganizations including the Civil 
Liberties Association and several 
women's organizations active in 
women's rights. 

The Solicitor General for the 
Provide of Ontario, John P. 
MacBeth, Q.C., replied to Colfer 
in a letter that .the authority for 
establishing hiring requirements 
rested with'each 'municipal police 
force. The Solicitor General and 
Board of commissioners of Police 
could not interfere with that 
statutory ciKht. 

A group of concerned people 
met to discuss the cases of Anne 
Colfer and Carole McAdam, and 
the implications for women wish
ing to enter law enforcement. 
The Co~ttee for Equal Oppor
tunity in the Ottawa Police Fotce 
was formed. An ad was placed in 
the Otta~ -Oitizen informing the 
public aboUtthe status of women 
as officera'in the mm. providing 
data a~~the performance of 
police women elsewhere and 
a8king fbr'aupport. 

According to Pat Hacker, 
member of the committee ~ 
ad-organizer, respon!e to the ad 
has been low. 25 calls were re
ceived, but this does not indicate 
the number of sympathizers, she' 
said. 

Publicity surrounding the is
sue of OPD hiring practices has 
resulted in a motion proposed in 
city council last week, calling on 
Police commissioners to rectify 
the discriminatory policies. City 
councillor ·Toddy Kehoe's pro
posal seeks to ensure "eligibility 
to an equal percentage of male 
and female applicants" by mod
ifying present height stipula
tions. The motio11 will be dis
cussed in council , luring the next 
two weeks, but ultimately it is 
the' J1<>lice commission that must 
decide to recognize and end the 
discrimination it is promoting. 

OBE to use controversial film 
The Ottawa Board of Edu

cation will continue to use "How 
to Say No to a Rapist and 
Survive," an American film de
nounced by every rape crisis 
centre in North America, in the 
classroom. 

At a Sept. 15 meeting of the 
beard's Status of Women Com
:.nittee it was decided to fix a 
"Contents require previewing" 
sticker on the film can in res
ponse to requests from local 
women's groups that schools stop 
showing the film. As well, an ad 
hoc group of committee members 
will prepare a statement on the 
sexist content of the film. 

"I don't like the sex role 
stereotyping in Jh~ film. I don't 
like the idea of playing dumb if 
faced with a ra~ situation," said 

Dale Hodorek, committee chair
person. 

While all committee members 
attested to the film's sexism and 
male chauvinism, that is not the 
main problem in the eyes of the 
Ottawa-Hull Rape Crisis. Centre. 
In a printed statement, the 
Centre says the film's mixture of 
truths, half-truths and falsehoods 
is detrimental to stimulating an 
informed discussion on rape." 
The statement quotes police as 
saying "the subject of rape in the 
Storaska (director Frederick Sto
raska) film is treated as an 
entertainment rather than a 
serious film about a violent 
crime." 

''The film's sexy jokey format 
disguises the facts that is (a) 
talking about a serious crime (b) 

promoting and manufacturing 
dangerous falsehoods about rape 
and women (c) ensuring that a 
raped woman who sees the film 
will find it difficult to recover her 
own sense of self-worth since the 
film says that she caused the 
rapist to act and her own 
incompetence caused the act to 
be completed," the statement 
says. 

The Rape Crisis Centre Board 
member Cory Rundell told the 
Status of Women Committee she 
questioned the use of the film as 
an educational tool and sug-' 
gested two alternatives: "No 
Tears for Rachel," and "No Pat 
Answer." 

But after viewing "No Pat 
Answer" the committee decided 
that it was too "boring" to hold 

students' attention and opted for 
the witty, snappy format of 
"How to Say No to a Rapist and 
Survive." Although, like every
thing, the film has its faults, the 
committee decided, it "can open 
discussion at the supper table." 

The Rape Crisis Centre will 

continue to ur,;e community 
organisations to stop using the 
film and, its statement says, "is 
also requesting such groups to 
support its request for go
vernment funds to permit Cana
dian women to make a Canadian 
film on rape." 

The name game 
SAN FRANCISCO!HERSAY -
Hold on to your hats and cloaks ... 
here's a Robin Hood story. 

· Stenographer Tuesday Hood 
of New York got an offer of 
matrimony from a man named 
Robin Friday ... but she didn't 

want to be known as Tuesday 
Friday. 

So Friday agreed to take 
Tuesday's last name in marriage 
so that her name would remain 
Tuesday Hood. 

Now Robin Friday is known as 
Robin Hood. 
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Max· Factor assaults women with 
ad campaign for "self-defense" 

Max-factor apent 11 million to advertile "Self-Defeme" during New 
Yorks heaV?J nmmer rape ,eJUon. 

NEW YORK/LNS - Take one 
package of rape. Knead in some 
concern for the environment. 
Add a liberal pinch of "women's 
liberation". Half-bake in a public 
place, and wait for profits to 
grow. 

With this recipe, Max Factor 
& Co. is hoping to cook up a 
national market for its new line 
of skin cleansers and moistur
izers called "Self-Defense", using 
the slogan "A pretty face isn't 
safe in this city." 

The multi-media promotion 
campaign "broke in 30 major 
U.S. markets this summer, "ac
cording to AdvertUing Age, a 
trade journal of the ad industry. 
During the heavy summer rape 
season that reaches its height in 
August, women in these 30 
"markets" are receiving Max 
Factor's "warning". 

"Your face," reads the news
paper copy, mixing safety and 
environmental themes, "is under 
constant attack from pollution, 
smog, the dirt and grime in the 
air, heat and wind - all drying 
your skin, making it look older. 
but now, you can fight back. 
With Self-Defense." 

In New York City, as the "Son 
of Sam" was being sought for the 
murder of five young women and 
one man, the newly-posted sub
way message that "a pretty face 
isn't safe in this city" hit es
pecially hard. 

"I· live in Queens near the 
' scene of one of the murders," 

said one New Yorker. "I noticed 
the ad the day before 'Sou of 
Sam' was captured. I was 
imJnediately struck by - wow! 

- this is a low way of merchan
dizing this product." 

The blue and white poster ads, 
conceived by Max Ji'actor's new 
ad agency, Wells, Rich, Greene 
of Los Angeles, are subdued and 
official looking - "so you think 
it's going to be about safety," as 
a woman h'lirarian in New York 
descnbed it. But as you read the 
copy and notice the lotion bottles 
with their city sky-line graphic,· 
you realize it's "pH-correct" 
protection against "the beauty 
spoilers" that's being promised 
instead. 

Max Factor has budgeted 
approximately $1 million for the 
initial stage or "first flight" of the 
1977 promotion for "Self-De
fense." The product was first 
tested in selected supermarket 
outlets in the west and south
east. Now as the promotion goes 
national, a heavy TV and radio 
spot campaign is being planned 
for September and October, 
according to Ad Age, with a 
second push likely for the holiday 
gift-buying season. 

"Self-Defense" is just one new 
product-line with which the 
newly-reorganized company 
hopes to rise in the intensely 
competitive cosmetics and frag
rances industry to become a 
"billion dollar company in even 
less than five years," in the 
words of its chief executive 
officer Sam Kalish. 

H the company succeeds, it 
will be doing well for its parent
corporation. The Norton Simon 
conglomerate, of which Max 
Factor is part, is one of the 200 
~ U.S. Industrial eorpor-

ations in terms of sales and in
cludes Avis, Canada Dry, Hal
ston Enterprises, McCall Pat
terns, J;Wdbook, Norton Simon 
Commwiications, Somerset Im
porters, United Can Company, 
Wakefield Seafoods, and Talent 
Associates. 

Max Factor itself ranks third 
in domestic cosmetics sales -
after Avon and Revlon. With 
over half its sales in Japan and 
the United Kingdom, the com
pany ranks 5th in world-wide 
cosmetics sales and plans to ex
pand into Germany, Italy, Spain 
and South America, reaching 
new markets with new products 
like "Self-Defense." 

"So far," Kalish has said, 
"we've had a lot of dialogue and 
expounded on the philosophy of 
'being in the right place at the 
right time with the right product 
at the right price.' Now every
body is waiting to see just how 
much of this is going. to be 
translated into performance. 

"There's no question that I 
have the resources and with our 
new agency, Wells, Rich, 
Greene, the worldwide connec
tions to support whatever I want 
to do." 

Illinois 
governor 
calls 
abortion 

·.ban 
"cruel" 

U.S. gov't enters baby business SAN FRANCISCO/HERSAY -
Illinois' Governor James Thomp
son recently vetoed a bill that 
would have forbidden the use of 
taxpayers' money to pay for 
abortions for poor women. NEW YORK/LNS - The mean

ing of U.S. president Jimmy 
Carter's pro-family campaign 
rhetoric has finally become clear. 
The Carter administration is sup
porting pro-childbirth legislation 
that wouJd pay adoptive families 
the amount paid to a natural 
mother on welfare to care for a 
minority, ethnic, or otherwise 
"hard-to-place" child. And some 
sources say the administration 
will complete the package in the 
near future by sponsoring legis
lation to pay maternity costs. for 
poor women who agree to put 
their babies up for adoption. 

Administration support of ad
option subsidies comes hard on 
the heels of recent Supreme 
Court rulings that states are not 
required to reimburse poor wom
en for elective abortions, and 
federal court rulings denying 
funds for elective Medicaid abor
tions. Frederick S. Jaffe, presi
dent of the Alan Guttmacher 
Institute of Planned Parenthood 
calls the adoption subsidy plan a 
way of "bnbing an unfortunate 
class of women to be breeders for 
the more fortunate." 

The House Legislation 
House bill, H.R. 7200, has 

already passed in the Congress 
· and will be considered by the 
Senate Finance Committee when 
the Senate resumes meeting in 
September. 

Also known as the Public As
sistance Amendment of 1977, 
H.R. 7200 is a comprehensive 
welfare bill which includes a 

provision for continuing support 
payments and Medicaid for fam
ilies who adopt eligible AFDC 
(Aid to Familiea with Dependent 
Children on welfare) children. 

Currently support payments to 
toster parents stop when the 
child • is legally adopted, and 
Medicaid eligibility usually stops 
at adoption. Under the proposed 
bill this support would continue 
after adoption until the child 
reached 18 years of age or until 
the adopting family's income ex
ceeded 115'70 of tbe state median 
income level. 

Current support payments for 
a child in foster care in New York 
State, for example, are $7,164 a 
year; while a welfare grant in 
New York for both mother and 
one child is $3,516. 

This means that the proposed 
adoption subsidy in H.R. 7200 
averages four times the welfare 
payments made to a natural 
mother who keeps her child. 

A Cruel and Bizarre Bill 

One of the strongest critics of 
H.R. 7200 at Senate hearings 
this summer was Maya Miller of 
the Women, Work and Welfare 
Project of the Women's Lobby. 
Together with House legislation 
restricting the use of Medicaid 
funds for abortions, said Miller, 
H.R. 7200 is a "cruel and bizarre 
bill to Salve the conscience of a 
society that would force poor 
women to breed children they 
cannot afford." 

Opposing adoption subsidies 
for "do-gooders," Miller charged 

that the proposed bill would 
coerce poor women. to give up 
their children. She suggested 
that if the federal government 
wanted to subsidize child sup
port, it could provide more funds 
for poor natural parents. 

"Already states give more 
money to almost anyone - to 
foster parents, orphanages, chil
dren's homes, jails - than they 
are willing to give for AFDC 
(welfare)," Miller stated. "This 
bill aids adopting parents and 
exacerbates the differential." 

The legislation also broadens 
the definition of "hard-to-place" 
children beyond handicapped and 
older children to include any 
child who has been foster care for 
at least six months and is 
determined by the state to be 
hard-to-place because of ethnic 
background, race, colour or 
language. For these children, 
adopting families would be eligi
ble for a one-year assistance 
grant under H.R. 7200. 

The bill also directs the 
Health, Education and Welfare 
Department (HEW) to establish 
a national adoption information 
system which would match up 
children ·needing adopting with 
families w~nting to adoJ>t. 

The Carter-backed Bill 

The Carter administration at 
first opposed H.R. 7200 on the 
grounds that adopting subsidies 
are too costly. The administra
tion has since reversed its 
position and has come out in 
favour of a more comprehensive 

and expensive bill of its own, S. 
1928. 

IntroduCed in the Senate at tbe 
end of July by Senator Alan 
Cranston (D.-Cal.), the adminis
tration bill includes the House 
bill's subsidies and adds more 
subsidies for hard-to-place chil
dren - continuing Medicaid 
benefits for them after adoption, 
and offering additional subsidies 
to adopting families who qualify 
under an income eligibility test. 

The Carter bill does not 
provide maternity care subsidies 
for poor women who agree to put 
their childrel\ up for adoption -
a provision included in an earlier 
bill introduced by Senator Cran
ston. But some sources say that 
the administration will introduce 
separate legislation in this area 
in the near future. 

The bills will be considered 
jointly in the Senate Finance 
Committee and it is expected 
that legislation including forma,. 
tion of a HEW adoption office 
and administration proposals for 
foster care and adoption subsi
dies will emerge. 

Far from being, as HEW 
secretary Joseph Califano 
claims, "At the core of our 
nation's commitment 00 IOCial 

' .. 

Thompson warned that if his 
veto is overriden by the legis
lature poor. women will have to 
retreat "to back alley butchers" 
for abortions. 

The governor charged that the 
current ban on Medicaid pay
ments for abortions is unconstit
utional and "cruel". He added, "I 
cannot, in conscience, put my 
name on such a bill." 

Governor Michael Dukakis of 
Massachusetts also vetoed a 
similar bill recently. 

justice and the American fami
ly," many observers say that tbi'9 
legislation puts the U.S. govern
ment squarely into the baby 
business. 

"First, administration policies 
create a supply of babies by 
cutting off a~rtion to the poor 
and subsidizing childbirth," 
notes the Women's Washington 
Represrntative, a legislative bul
letin in Washington, D.C. 

"Then (it) creates a market for 
these babies by paying adoptive 
families four times the amount a 
natural mother would receive to 
care for a minority; ethnic, or 
otherwise 'hard-to-place' child." 

Become an Upstream sustain
er and help us to continue pub
lishing a unique newspaper 
h_I_ and for women See page ti for details 
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CPP amendments: don't benefit all 
by Jane Arnott 

The amendments to the Ca
nada Pensfon Plan (CPP) pre
sented in Bill-C-49 have been 
passed by Parliament, but will 
not have any force or effect until 
.jb:e• :Lieutenant-Governor in 
council of each of at least two 
thirds of the nine provinces 
(Quebec is excluded because it 
has its own plan), and having a 
total of at least two thirds of the 
population of these nine pro
vinces, consent to the amend
ments. Ontario, by virtue of its 
population, has veto power and 
at present does not support the 
childrearing drop-out provisions 
of the Bill 

Both the amendment con
cerning the splitting of pension 
credits -and the amendment for 
childrearing drop-out provisions 
affect the status of women with 
regards to CPP. 

CPP 
The CPP is a contributory and 

earning-related program of social 
insurance for workers who are 
disabled or retired, and their 
surviving spouses and orphans. 
Retirement pensions and death 
benefits are earning related; 
surviving spouses pensions and 
disability pensions are a com
bination of a flat-rate payment 
and an earning-related payment. 
Disabled contributor's child be
nefits and orphan's benefits are a 
fiat-rate payment. 

The amount of pension is 
calculated using the contributory 
period and the earning over that 
period. The contributory period 
is defined as the period of time 
running from the beginning of 
the Plan (January, 1966) or the 
contributor's eighteenth birth
day, whichever is later, con
tinuing to the contributor's sixty
fifth birthday or death, which
ever comes first. 

To be eligible for a retirement 
pension, one must contribute to 
the plan for a minimum of one 
hundred and twenty months (this 
is called the basic contributory 
period, or B.C.D.). The amount of 
pension is calculated by totalling 
the contributor's earnings for 
every month he/she contributed 
to the Plan (these are converted 

to dollar terms current to the 
year the benefit becomes pay
able), and dividing this total by 
the number of months in the 
contril;>utory period. This yields 
the average monthly pensionable 
earnings - 25% of this is the 
amount of pension received. Now, 
the key here, is that to find the 
aver.age monthly pensionable -
earnings, the total contributory 
period is used irrespective of the 
actual number of months of 
contribution. Thus months of 
unemployment, low earnings, 
and non or partial involvement in 
the labour force will be counted 
towards the pension calculation. 

How does this affect women? 
At present many women spend 
considerable period of their 
earning years in the home 
looking after children or running 
a household so that the spouse is 
maintained and made more fit and 
able to work. Under the present 
plan, these ·women receive no 
pension benefits for those years, 
and should the marriage dissolve 
they are left with no pension 
coverage. 

Under the present legislation 
there are two corrective pro
visions to allow: 1) those who 
continue to work after the age 
of sixty-five to substitute those 
post sixty-five earnings in the 
pre-sixty five period; and 2) one 
to deduct an arbitrary 15% of the 
months in the contributory pe
riod. The latter drop-out pro
vision is intended to cover 
months of illness, unemploy
ment, studies and such, and can 
allowfor:up to seven years to be 
dropped out of a full forty-seven -
year contributory period. This 
provision is insufficient for many 
women with several children 
who stay at home more than 
seven years, or for those women 
who have a full time occupation 
as homemaker. 

Also; as most Plan bene.fits are 
earnings-related, women-tradi
tionally low income earners, are 
again at a disadvantage. 

What is the function of the 
CPP. At present it is not an 
actuarily sound pension plan, but 
is op·~rating on a modified 
pay-as-you-go basis. Current con
tri~uti,,ns are, in effect, paying 

for the pensions of those who are 
now retired, and the fund is 
based on intergenerational trans
fers. There is a considerable 
amount of subsidization to pen
sioners at present. This sub
sidization, a form of income 
distribution, will decrease over 
time as the Plan matures. How
ever the Plan is also under
funded, and unless the current 
combined contribution rate of 3.6 
per cent is iricreased, the'CPP 
fund will be exhausted by the 
year 2,000. 

Those people not earning a 
wage ar~ not eligible. (or J;he 
government plan and its subsi
dization, and can only fall back, if 
they have the money, on the 
more expensive private plans. 

Should the CPP be a fully 
pay-as-you-go scheme available 
to wage earners only? Should the 
CPP be an instrument of ll!come 
redistribution the costs of which 
will be borne by future gene
rations? Theres are two basic 
questions to be kept in mind 
when looking at the amend
ments. 

Prizes 
to the 
pettiest 
NEW YORK/LNS - Protesting 
humiliation and lack of respect on 
the job, Cleveland Women 
Working recently ran a contest 
to pick the "pettiest office pro
cedure." The women office work
ers' organization awarded first 
prize to the law firm Kelley, 
McCann and Livingstone, where 
a senior partner requires a 
secretary to keep on hand a fresh 
supply of carrots. 

Second prize went to Universal 
Film Exchanges, whose women 
secretaries are not trusted 
around the telephones. To make 
sure they won't be used for per
sonal calls, desk phones in that 
office have no, dials. 

Another secretary complained 
about having to "count and roll 
the coins from the boss's child's 
piggy bank." Another wornan
protested her job assignment of 
buying presents for her boss's 
mistress. 

The Credit Splitting Amendment 

One amendment provides for 
the division between spouses of 
their combined pension credits for 
the months of cohabitation in a 
marriage on· the dissolution of 
the marriage. Only legally mar
ried sp<>uses may benefit from 
the splitting provisions, and 
since the splitting is not· auto
matic under the plan, it must be 
applied for by either spouse 
within three years of" legal 
marriage termination (divorce <'r 
annulment). 

While the splitting of credits 
upon inarriage breakdown does 
afford some protection to the low 
or zero earning spouse, it does 
not bring the homemaker into 
the CPP, and so, in essence, does 
not recognize the unpaid labour 
of the houseperson (housework= 
wages=pension credits). It is a 
recognition of the pension credits 
as family property, but the 
labour of the houseperson still 
does not get a wage and does not 
qualify her /him to participate in 
the CPP. As long as the marriage 
lasts the non-working spouse still 
remains financially dependent on 
the spouse that is working or has 
worked. 

The Child-Rearing Drop-Out Pro
vision 

Another amendment is the 
special child-rearing drop-out 
provision, under which either 
spouse would be permitted to 
drop from CPP pension cal
culations those years of low or 
zero earnings in which the 
youngest child is less than seven 
years old. (Thus three children 
spaced six years apart would 
permit up to nineteen years to be 

dropped). No pension penalty 
would exist for the time a wage 
earner remained home to care for 
children. 

This provision would be in 
addition to the existing drop-out 
provisions discussed earlier. One 
need not be married to benefit 
from this provision. 

Also, at present, the eligibility 
for a disability pension could be 
lost, should a parent decide to 
remain at home for more 'than 
five years to care for children. 
Under this provision, this would 
no longer be the case, becaiise 
eligibility would be maintained. 

A number of concerns in 
regard to the drop-out provision 
must be examined. This pro
vision will grant pension credits 
for the first time to a specific 
group of 'non-contributors' (in 
the wage sense), and inequit
ies will result between them 
and the other groups of non
contributors. 

It creates two classes of 
parents-those with ten years 
labour force experience can 
benefit from the provision, while 
those with less than ten years 
are not eligible for a pension arid 
thus cannot take advantage of 
the provision even though they 
have raised children. 

Also this provision benefits 
most'those who can afford to stay 
out of work-the longest. A parent 
can remain at home for up to 
seven years caring for • child 
with no pension penalty, getting 
in effect, a subsidy equal to the 
full value of the lifetime average 
pension contributions. If a parent 
cannot afford to stay at home and 
resumes work, they must resume 
compulsory Plan payments, l<r 
sing a subsidy to which they 
are, in theory, entitled. 

Like the CPP, the value of this 
subsidy is directly related to the 
person's average level of earn
ings, and thus the greatest 
amount of subsidy goes to the 
high !ncome earner. Different 
values are being assigned to the 
child rearing function. 

The principle of this provision 
is that no one should, under the 
CPP, suffer economic penalty for 
caring for young children. It 
seems reasonable, but the means 
of providing for tbis security are 
through and inequitable subsidy 
that most benefits the rich and 
those eligible for the Plan. 

Summary 

While the amendments to the 
CPP do provide some limited 
recognition of the 'economic' 
value of homemaking and child
rearing, it does so unequally and 
still , does nothing to bring the 
traditional but essential labour 
performed by women in the 
home into the legitimate labour 
market. It benefits some women, 
but not all-is it enough? 

GLEB_E _MEAT MARKET 
793 Bank Street 235-9595 

A-1 steer, fr~sh lamb, veal, pork 

Hours: Mon-Thurs 9-6; Fri 9-9; Sot 8-5 

10 lb. bag minced beef $5.90 
10 lb. box bacon $12.90 

free delivery with .order over $30 
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"Women are seen, in our culture, not as whole 
human beings, but as objects and authorized 
victims of mal,e aggression." from Against Rape 

November 5, 1977. First, Women Against Rape (WAR) in British 
Columbia, then the B.C. Federation of Women and then women in 
cities right across the country have taken up this date as a national 
day of protest against violence against women. Why? 

Rape and wife-beating - the two most visible forms of violence 
against women - have recently received more attention In the 
established media, where they are sometimes presented as titillating 
and other times as, examples of particulars in an overall increase of 
violence in our society. But, they are not new (in "The Descent of 
Woman", Elaine Morgan suggests that rape, not murder, was the 
initial crime} and they are not alone. 

There are the "little rapes" - street hassles. There are the laws on 
abortion and birth control, violent because they take away a woman's 
control over her own body and force her into undesirable and often 
harmful situations. And there is what Robin Morgan in her book 
"Going Too Far," describes as "the psychic violence done to female 
from the birth moment on." 

But, do these things occur because males are inherently evil and 
violent? More likely, they are the strategies of a patriarchal system 
where the male power group must maintain the subjegation of women 
through the fear of death and mutilation. 

Women are viewed In our society as objects to be owned or 
possessed at the will of someone else. We are seen as the providers of 
services - biological (bearing and raising children.' , sexual or 
domestic - for men. But this position is not one adopted voluntarily 
by any people, and so must be enforced with violence. 

In "Against Rape," Andra Medea and Kathleen Thompson quote a 
man speaking ata conference on rape: "I've talked to a lot of men. You 
want to know why women get raped? It's because they got this 
attitude. Like, they're walking down the street and they're too good to 
talk to you. You know, some ot the guys'll be hanging around the 
neighborhood, and this girl's walking around with this attitude. So 
maybe one of they guys'll decide to.do something about it. I m~n, 
that's why It happens to some of these girls. Like they got this 
altitude." 
~In other w0rds, Medea and Thompson say, "he was talking about 

the attitude that you have a right to be where you are, that you are your 
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own person, and that you don't have to talk to any man who bothers 
you." And that's rebellion against the.patriarchal code of behaviour for 
women. Rape is the punishment. 

Violence is not only a reaction to rebellion, but a logical extension 
of the w.ay women are viewed In our essentially woman-hating culture. 
It's a damned-if-you-do-damned-if-you-don't bind. For even the wom
an who performs her expected role perfectly may be beaten by her 
husband. Along with everything else, she is expected, as an inferior 
creature, to submit to violence. 

Sometimes it comes as a shock that although women have been 
fighting against all manifestation of violence for a decade now, the 
acceptance of pornography, punk rock, sado-masochism .and more is 
growing to the point of trendiness. But, Robin Morgan says, "The 
Mick Jagger/sadism fad, the popularity of transvestive entertainers, 
and the resurgence of "Camp". all seem to me part of an unmistakeable 
backlash against what feminists have been demanding." 

So now The Bay and Eaton's advertising and window displaysshow 
dead women or women begging men for sexual favours, the 
"bruised-look" in make-up is in, and the cover of Vogue magazine 
depicts a woman wearing a harness commonly used in sado-maso
chistic sex. The ultimate manifestation has come in the form of 
"snuff" movies which show at $200 a seat to see a usually South 
American woman raped, murdered and dismembered. 

All of these serve to condone violence in the name of openness 
about sex, the so-called sexual revolution. And it's confusing for 
women who are offended because much of the material, particularly in 
advertising, Is aimed particularly at them and shown as desirable. The 
result, Robin Morgan says, is "the erosion of the virgin/whore 
stereotypes to a new 'all women are really whores• attitude, tnus 
erasing the last vestige of (even corrupted) respect for women." 

It Is this violence and condoning of violence that women across 
Canada will be,protesting November'5. In Ottawa, the rnmly-fqrmed 
Feminist Political Action Group will be hoiding its first planning 
meeting for the day at 8 p.m. October 3 at the Women's Centre, 821 
Somerset St. W. Information about future meetings and plans can be 
obtained at the Women's Center after that date. 

. , 
GOT TO KEEP EM 
IN THEIR Pl.ACE 

~~~ 

rape law reform 
by Karen Markham 

H you're interested in the re
form of legislation dealing with 
sexual offences you may soon 
have a chance for input. Dr. 
Hans Mohr is putting the finish
ing touches on a working paper 
on sexual offences. His assistant, 
Joanna McFadyen, who is a 
graduate law student at the Uni
versity of Ottawa, said Dr. Mohr 
will probably present his paper 
to the Law Reform Commission 
by October. H the paper is ac
cepted by the Commission it will 
be presented to the public with 
a~ - invitation for formal re
sponses from both agencies and 
inQ,ividuals. Ms. McFadyen said 
she" expects thiS<ieedback period 
to last about two years, after 
which the paper will be pre
sented to Parliament in its 

(the Ottawa~Hull Rape Crisis 
Centre) is very important," she 
added. 

The working paper urges a 
fundamental change in the legal 
definition of rape, to an act of 
violence against another person, 
rather than its present definition 
as a sexual act. Rape, argues Dr. 
Mohr, has all the essential in
gredients of an assault which in
clude the intentional use of force 
on another person without their 
consent or with their consent if it 
is obtained either by fraud or by 
fear of bodily harm. The percep
tion of rape as an assault would 
de-emphasize the cnntest over 
the victim's character at trial 
which, at present, is tested on 
the assumption that "if she said 
yes once to sexual activity, she'll 
probably consent in future." 

with a female person who is not 
his wife without her consent; or 
with her consent if it is obtained 
by threat or fear of bodily harm, 
is obtained by impersonating her 
husband, or is obtained by de
ceiving the victim as to the 
nature and quality of the act. 
Conviction for rape carries a 
maximum penalty of life impris
onment while conviction for 
attempted rape is punishable by 
a maximum penalty of ten years. 

covered in sexual assault legis
lation they carry a maximum 
penalty of only five years as com
pared to life imprisonment for 
rape with its characteristic pene
tration of the vagina by the 
penis. The present definition also 
fails to recognize homosexual 
rapes as well as the forcible rape 
of males by females as for 
inst~nce the rape. of a boy by a 
woman. 

Dr. Mohr criticizes "the con
cept· that husbands have the 
right to their wives' sexuality 
without consent," which present 
rape legislation upholds through 
the qualification "a female person 
who is not his wife." 

perhaps better handled by a 
unified Family Court system 
rather than by the criminal law, 
added Dr. Mohr. 

Our society still prohibits 
sexual interactions between chil
dren and adults, maintains Dr. 
Mohr, but he is critical of the 
present legislation regarding 
minors involved in sexual ·of-
fences. Though the consent of 
the victim is irrelevant in sexual 
intercourse with females under 
14, the law offers protection to 
females between the ages of· 14 
and 16 only if they are "of 
previously chaste character" or 
are "not more to blame than the 
accused." Dr. Mohr again ad
vocated that all sexual offences 
committed either by or against 
juveniles (persons under 16) 
should be handled by the Family 
Court system rather than by the 
criminal courts. revised form. 

"That's the time when lobby
ing by _groups like yourselves 

At present, rape is defined in 
section 143 of the Criminal Code 
as a crime a male person commits 
when he has sexual intercourse 

Dr. Mohr outlined several 
criticisms of this definition. A 
major criticism is the definition 
of rape as sexual intercourse, 
traditionally defined as penile 
penetration of the vagina, how
ever slight, provided that seed is 
emitted. This concept fails to 
recognize the often more brutal 
and painful penetration of the 

. mouth or anus by either the 
penis or by an object which are 
characteristic of many rapes 
today. Though these acts are 

Dr. Mohr questions this con
cept "not only because of the 
increasing number of estranged 
couples but more basically be
cause the law seems to support a 
pr~prietary ownership in the 
wife as a sexual object." Sexual 
assaul~s within the family are 

Joanna M~Fadyen drafted a 
Continued on page 5 
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Rape crisis centres : 

by Maureen O'Hara 

Lately, much attention has 
been given to the occurrence of 
rape in our society. Although 
rape has prevailed throughout 
history, refusal on the part of 
many women today to continue 
accepting such abuse, has drawn 
attention to the subject. 

As more and more women be
gin viewing themselves as per
sons rather than property, some 
attention has been given to the 
real violence and psychological 
and emotional trauma of a 
woman who has gone through 
the terrifying and humiliating 
experience of a rape. In addition 
some consideration has been 
given to the problems that 
woman faces in attempting to 
legally act on the violence 

. demonstrated against her. 
Still, however, in most North 

American cities the reported 
incidence of rape is on the in
crease while it remains one of the 
most unreported crimes. 

Realizing these problems, 
groups of women all over North 
America are setting up centres 
to aid other women subjected to 
the crisis of a rape situation. 

In Canada there are 25 rape 
crisis centres; 12 of which are in 
Ontario. 

Ottawa's Rape Crisis Centre 
has .been operating since Decem
ber 1974. Jen Sisler, a spokes
person for the centre, said about 
15 calls are handled by the centre 

. each m.onth from the Ottawa
Hull area: 

The organization, which pro-
vides a 24-hour serVice, gives 
counselling and support to worn-

. en who have been raped. Women 
are accompanied through legal 
proceddings, medical examina
tions and police investigation. In 

·.addition, resources in· the com
munity that might assist a rape 
victim are suggested and ar
rangements can be made through 
Ottawa's Rape Crisis Centre for 
medical or psychiatric assistance. 

Staff consists of 40 volunteers 
.Brid four salaried members who 
have gone through a basic train
ing course. 

Rape as crisis is a relatively· 
new concept, since traditionally 
it has been viewed as a sexual act 
and not a violent crime. 

In the Criminal Code of 
Canada, SEction 135, rape is 
defined: 

A male person commits rape 
when he has. sexual intercO'Urse 
with a woman who is not his wife, 
a] without the woman's consent. 
b] with her consent if the consent 

ii is extorted by threat or fear 
of bodi/,y harm. 
iil is obtained by impersonating 
her h'UBband 

or 
iii") is obtained by false and 
fraudulent representations as to 

Continued from page 4 

revision of rape legislation for 
Dr. Mohr's working paper which 
redefines rape as sexual pene
tration of any orifice of tlie body 
by a sexual organ, or where not 
by a sexual organ, of the vagina 
or anus with any object. Pene-
tration is defined as penetration 
of any degree providing seed is 
emitted. This section of sexual 
assault would replace the pre
sent definitions of rape, indecent 
assault against a male or female, 
buggery, and gross indecency 
(oral sex). 

In addition to sexual 
tration, the sexual assault sec-

the nature and quality of the 
act. 

Because the act of rape in
volvles the act of sex many 
people confuse the sexual aspects 
of it wl.th healthy sexual rela
tions. And although most women 
have realized the violent nature 
of the crime, many men still 
perceive rape as a sexual act and 
consequently have difficulty in 
properly assessing victim reac
tions, says Martin Symonds in 
his study The ·Rape Victims: 
Psychological, Patterns of Re
sponse. 

"Rape is a total attack upon 
the person which affects physi
cal, psychological and social 
well-being. Physically, there is 
immediate dnger of injury, mutil
ation, or death. the possibility of 
infection or pregnancy extends 
the physical insult beyond the 
confines of the actual encounter. 
Psychologically there is violation 
of autonomy and intrustion upon 
inner space. The ego is threat
ened not only by the assailant's 
disregard for t.he victim's self
hood and humanity, but also by 
the trauma of sudden loss of 
control. Faith in the world as a 
safe predictable environment is 
shaken. Socially, the victim be
comes vulnerable to ·the accus
ations of seductions or compli
ance that are often implicit, if not 
direct, in the public's atitude 
toward rape. She must deal with 
family and friends who are 
coping with their own anger, 
helplessness, or guilt at not 
having prevented the assault," 
states Sharon McCombie in her 
study, Cltarru:teristics of Rape· 
Victims Se61& in Crim Inter
vention. 

These realities are often ob
scured by myths surrounding the 
crime that include: a woman 
annot be raped against her Will, 
and men by nature have uncon
trollable sexual passions. Conse
quently a victim is forced to deal 
with these attitudes on a person
al level as well as when pro
cessing a legal action in a system 
that has been influenced by 
them. 

A study on violence by James 
Selkin indicates the prevalence 
of these notions are evidenced by 
attitudes of rapists who, he says, 
" ... tenaciously insist women en
courage and enjoy sexual as
sault." 

Rape more than any other 
crime committed against a per
son is the least likely to be 
compensated with a c1>0viction if 
prosecution is even pursued. 

In its handbook on rape laws 
the Ottawa Rape Crisis Centre 
lists the rollowing reasons used 
by police in their decision not to 
advise or pursue prosecution: 

the victim, faced with the hard
ships of investigations, admitted 
no rape occurred. 

tion advocated· by McFadyen 
and incorporated in tb~ W9rking 
paper would include sexual con-_ 
tact, defined as touching, kissing 
or fondling of the sexual or~ 
of the person or any touching of 
the person with the sexual 
organs of the offender. 

Sexual assault as drafted by 
Ms. McFadyen and incorporated 
in the working paper would 
include everyone who has sexual 
contact with a person or who 
sexually penetrates a person or 
causes the person to sexually 
.penetrate himself or herself 
without consent. McFadyeri 
defined aggravated assault as in
flicting or attempting to inflict 
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supporting .and inforDling 

The rape was reported under 
pressure from third parties to 
account for the victim's behavi
our. 

The rape was reportlid by 
institutions in circumstances 
where the victim had no inten
tion of reporting the crime. 

Lack of corroborative physical 
evidence to support the alle
gation. 

Victim intoxicated. 
Delay in reporting the crime. 
Refusal to submit to a medical 

examination. 
Previous relationship of the 

victim to the offender. 
• Victim too emotionally upset, 
too young, too afraid, or too 
embarrassed to cooperate with 
the ordeal of an investigation. 
•Victim's background deemed 
too shakey to stand up to a 
successful prosecution, i.e., no 
visible means of support, preg-. 
nant .and unmarried, living in a 
common law relationship, .believ
ed to have had serious emotional 
or drug problems, known to be 
promiscuous, etc. 

All these factors are irrelevant 
when considering whether or not 
a rape has occurred. Rape crisis 
centres are set up to help women 
who have been raped and are 
faced with these and other ob
stacles. The following is a 
procedure outlined by Ottawa's 

bodily harm on another while 
committing or attempting to 
.commit sexual assault as defined 
above. McFadyen stressed the 
tentative nature of this draft 
section which she said would 
undergo numerous revisions be
fore the Commission and later be 
presented to Parliament. _ 

The wheels of government 
bureaucracy are at last grin~ 
toward consideration of changes 
.in legislation dealing with sexual 
offences. McFadyen urged 
concerned citizens to keep a
breast of the issue and to become 
actively involved in the feedback 
process of the discussion paper 
when the opportunity arises. 

. rape crisis centre for a woman 
who has been raped. 
1. Preserve all evidence. Do not 
wash, change your clpt~. ; nQr 
bathe or douche, until you .have 
had a medical examination. Do 
save torn clothing articles which 
may have fingerprints, anything 
broken in the struggle, or any 
weapon used by the assailant. 
Remember the assailant's de
scription, his car, the licence 
plate no. etc. 
2. Call the police immediately. 
Remember, should you not want 
to call the police, call the Rape 
Crisis centre at 238-6666. It is 
important that you call the Rape 
Crisis Centre, a friend or rela
tive. It is legally essential that a 
complaint be made to someone at 
the first possible opportunity. 
The Rape Crisis Centre will be 
able to provide you with infor
mation as well as moral support. 
A staff member will make herself 
available immediately and will 
accompany you through the 
police investigation and medical 
examination. 
3. The police will 'investigate 
immediately and record your 
statement. They will then take 
you to the emergency ward of a 
hospital for an examination. Be 
sure to take a change of clothing 
with you. Even if you don't call 
the polii;e, seek medical attention 
on your own. 
a. F()r a complete medical exam
ination the doctor should check i). 
the whole body for injuries ii) 
presence of torn clothing iii) for 
internal injuries (including vag
inal samples). In addition, the 
doctor should make sure all in
juries are treated, take cultures 
.for gonorrhea (4-7 days later), 
syphilis (4-8 weeks later), and 
pregnancy (6 weeks later). 
5. When a 1;1uspect is apprehend
ed by the police, you will be 
asked to identify him. You may 
be asked to pick him out of a 
line-up. 
6. Court Proceedings. The decis
ion to prosecute must be your 
own. It will be a long and difficult 

process. You must be able to 
keep the facts firmly in your 
head, and not allow yourself to be 
intimidated. The major issues of 
a rape case are the identity of the 
accu&ed, penetration of the vag
ina, and lack of consent on the 
victim's part. The Rape Crisis 
Centre will provide you with in
formation, accompaniment and 
moral support for all court pro
ceedings. 
7. Preliminary Hearing. This will 
take place a couple of months 
after charges are laid. The 
prosecution may . talk to you 
about your case beforehand. The 
purpose of the hearing is to 
establish whether there is 
enough evidence to warrant" a 
trial. This hearing may last sev
eral days. You, important Wit
nesses (police, doctor, etc.) and 
perhaps the accused will testify 
and be cross-examined before a 
judge. 
8. Grand Jury hearing. At this 
hearing it will be necessary . for 
you to testify before the jury and 
a crown attorney. They will be 
the only people present. 
9. Trial. Here the case is finally 
decided. It may not occur until 
several months after the grand 
jury hearing. It is generally 
heard before a jury, but the 
defense can elect to have it heard 
by a judge alone.' The ~e in· 
dividuals are present at the trial 
as at the preliminary hearing, 
plus any other relevant defense 
witnesses. 
10. Criminal Compensation 
Board. Even if a raJie case is 
dismissed or the offender never 
~ •... the ·victim, may be 
ent'itied to compensation for 
medical expenses as well as costa 
to her in pain and suffering. The 
Board will need legal decuments, 
but conviction of the ·offender is 
not necessary for a case to be 
reviewed.· 

In.explaining the occurrence of 
rape, most people with a par
ticular concern about the subject 
attribute it to an atitude on the 
part of some men who view 
wom_en as property rather than 
as a person and hold a basic 
contempt for womeµ. 

In her book Against Our Will, 
Men Women and Rape, Susan 
Brownmiller uses the example of 
rape as an integral part of the 
history of war to explain that 
viewpoint. 

"War provides men. with the 
perfect psychologic backdrop to 
give vent to their contempt for 
women. The very maleness of the 
military - the ·brute power of 
weaponry exclusive to their 
hands, the spiritual bonding of 
men ar arms, the manly disci
pline of orders given and orders 
obeyed; the simple logic of the 
heirarchical command - con
firms for men wha the long sus
pected, that women are peri
pheriil, irrelevant to the world 
that counts, passive spectators to 
the action in the center ring." 

Brownmiller says rape has 
accompanied wars of religion and 
revolution, and has been used as 
a seapon of terror and revenge. 

"Rape flourishes in warfare 
irrespective of nationality or geo
graphic location ... Rape reared its 
head as a way to relieve boredom 
as American GI's searched and 
destroyed in the highlands of 
Vietnam." 

A current manifestation of 
that comtempt and denial of per
sonhood is the brutal treatment 
of women in pornography. The 
µiost outrageous example being 
Continued OD page 7 
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by Catherine Boucher 

Women who come to Interval 
House are, for the most part, 
victims of physical abuse. The 
public is becoming more aware of 
the incidence of physical abuse of 
women by their mates as the 
number of transition houses in
crease. There are now numerous 
articles published in the press 
describing the horrors of wife 
battering. It is unfortunate that 
many of these articles as well as 
verging on titillation and sen
sationalism also detract from a 
very real aspect of the physical 
abuse problem - the ·Psycho
logical abuse that accompanies it. 

In the past year, 40-50 "/. of the 
women who came to Interval 
House returned to their mate. In 
a few cases there had been an 
agreement to seek counselling, 
but in most cases this was not so. 
It is important to talk about the 
reasons why women remain in 
potentially violent situation_ and 
why they often feel forced to 
return to them. 

One of the most common 
remarks that women make at In
terval House is: "I thought it was 
all my fault." Similarly, many 
women state: "No one believed 
me", "He'llidn't let me have any 
friends" and "He called me ;ill 
kinds of things." 

If a woman has found herself in 
a situation where her mate is 
constantly putting her down, 
making s~re thii.t. she is getting 
absolutely no support for what 
she is going through and com
pounding ·it by using physical 
violence to drive these point 
home, it's not surprising that the 
woman starts believing the ne
gative input she is receiving 
from her mate. It is from this 

··point of psychological disad
vantage that a woman must 
begin when she finally decides 
that she has had enough. 

What does she do now? Who 
does she contact, and what help 
does she get? 

Often she will contact police, 
usually after being beaten. The 
police (men) might or might not 
answer the call. Should the police 
respond to the 'domestic' call, the 
worst will have happened by the 
time they get there and they will 
have little recourse but to calm 
the guy down and leave. 

They might ask the woman if 
she wants. to press charges 
against her mate, but will offer 
no protection against him when 
he receives the summons. Police 
often complain that women later 
drop charges, thereby wasting 
valuable police time. What wo
man would be crazy enough to 
lay charges against a violent 
mate on recognizing that she has 
nowhere to turn when he realizes 
what she's done? 

The response of the police to 
this woman has effectively re
enforced all things that her mate 
has been telling her. What they 
have told her is that she is not 
worth their time and attention, 
and further that she doesn't 
really know what she wants. 

Another person a wnman 
might turn to tir help is her 
doctor (usually a man). For most 
women who come to Interval 
House, doctors equal downers. 
This is symptomatic of the way the 

the medical profession treats 
women generally. In the case of a 
woman who is living in a 
potentially dangerous situation, 
not only does it seem unethical to 
prescribe tranquilizers, but it 
almost seems as if the doctor is 
accomplice to potential crime, by 
taking away her ability to make 
decisions which might save her 
life. Once again someone is 
saying that they do not have time 
to deal with her, that 'she is not 
worth it'. 

Variants of this same message 
come from counsellors and psy
chiatrists. Psychiatrists have left 
many of the women who have 
come to Interval House with the 
feeling that problems were in
deed 'their fault', that they 
weren't trying hard enough 'and 
even that they ·should 'try and 
understand his (the mate's) point 
of view.' 

Let's assume that a woman has 
received this sort of 'help' from 
the police and the medical 
profession. Add to that the fact 
that often these women have 
very few friends, as a result of 
their mates' behaviour, and that 
they seldom receive much sup
port from their family because of 
the shame and guilt associated 
with wife battering. Let's further 
a.Ssume that. this woman still 
feels sqe. will no .longer stand 
mistreatment and that she calls 
and moves into Interval House 
with her children. It would be too 
easy to think that she has finally 
made a decision to give· her 
children and herself a better life. 
But options to provide a better 
life are something that she has 
never been given the opportuni
ty to consider. She knows that 
she doesn't want what she had, 
but often can't see what could be 
ahead that could be better. She 
has· put herself in a situation 
where she if forced to make 
major decisions, often without 
the self confidence to do so. 

This woman must take steps to 
ensure that she gets custody of 
the children. This means trying 
to get legal aid and starting what 
are often lengthy and very trying 
court procedures. 

She must also make decisions 
about her children's and her own 
financial security. Trying to 
obtain public assistance is never 
an experience that gives the ego 
a boost, but it is often the only 
recourse for a woman with 
children, as she has likely been 
out of the workforce for a 
number of years. 

The support that she gets at 
Interval House for making these 
decisions can depend on her 
sense of herself. Because Inter
val House is poorly funded and 
consequently lacks adequate 
numbers of staff, she will often 
recieve attention only if she can 
feel good enough about herself.to 
ask for it. One staff member 
dealing with eight women and up 
to fifteen children can only give 
so much. Even the government, 
through its lack of proper 
funding, is saying that she is not 
worth the public's money. 

Adding up all these things and 
tacking on the fear of the 
unknown, of a life where finances 
are always low, of being alone 
when the kids act up, of her mate 
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Sexism means def eat for judge 
SAN FRANCISCO/HERSAY -
Judge Archie Simonson, the 
Madison, Wisconsin judge who 
told a courtroom that rape was a 
"normal reaction" to sexual per
missiveness, was defeated in a 
recall election last week by 
feminist attorney Moria Krue
ger. 

The special election was called 
after Simonson sentenced a 
15-year-olCI teenager to one 
year's court supervision in his 
parents' home. The youth was 
convicted of participating in the 
gang rape of a 16-year-old 
woman. 

Simonson told the court that 
he gave the light sentence 
because the teenager convicted 
of rape was simply reacting 

"normally" to the so-called sex
ually permissive climate in Madi
son. 

Attorney Krueger defeated 

Yang_madness at NRC 
Dr-. K. Krenz, of the Atomic 

Energy of Canada Limi_ted 
(AECL) is rumoured to be the 
new information director at the 
National Research Council (NRC). 
NRC women should know what 
they're in for. 

In 1976, Krenz wrote a briefing 
paper warning AECL engineers 
about the questionable people 
they might meet at seminars 
attended by anti-nuclear critics. 

The paper was called "Nuclear 
Critics: The Yang-Yin Syn
drome" (sic). The Yin-Yang prin
ciple is a basic element of 
Chinese' thought. Yin and Yang 
are the two primal force of 
creation which people must de
velop equally within themselves 
in order .to achieve hai:mony. 

A true product of western 
·culture, Krenz takes these com
plementary forces and puts them 

in opposition. "To succeed", he 
says, "one must call upon the 
Yang (the male principle) side of 
one's nature", not let the Yin side 
which "will lead to doubt and 
indecision" take over. 

The AECL Candu reactor is, of 
course "a Yang achievement". Its 
opponents "see approximately 
the same reality as do the 
proponents; hut they see the 
dark Yin side"." 

Such intellectual shoddiness is 
appalling. Feminists, however, 
will find even more distressing 
the easy equations which Krenz 
makes between Yang and biolo
gical males, and Yin and biolo
gical females. This is contrary to 
the Chinese tradition which 
philosophically, if not culturally, 
is anprogynous. 

Krenz's attitudes are illus
trated in the following state-
ment: 

Haridbook for N.Y. 
battered wives 

SAN FRANCISCO/HERSAY -
A New York lawyer, who 
handles divorce cases for batter
ed wives, has written a handbook 
for women who want protection 
from violent husbands. 

The handbook, prepared by 
feminist lawyer Marilyn Fields, 
is not optimistic. Although it is 
against the law in New York for a 
man to beat his wife or woman 
friend, the book warns "even a 
woman who has been badly in
jured must fight hard just to get 
her case before a judge, and then 
to get the judge to believe her 
story irtstead of her husband's." 

Fields, who handles 15 divorce 
cases a week, says that while 
beating may be grounds for 

finding her again and forcing his 
way in, makes it possible to 
understand why women go back 
to bad situations. Often the 

divorce, a mere .. one or two 
slaps will not d.o but if you have 
four attempted chokings ... a 
judge Will be likely to grant the 
divorce. 

The outlook for beaten spouses 
was also grim in New Hampshire 
recently. In that state, a commis
sion on the status of women 
appointed by Governor Meldrim 
Thompson rejected a proposal to 
aid battered wives because, 
according to one commissioner, 
"Those women libbers irritate 
the hell out of their husbands." 
Thompson's appointees have also 
gone on the record recentlv 
against abortion, lesbianism and1 
the "Mary Hartman, Marr Hart-. 
man" television show. 

known certain is less terrifying 
than the unknown uncertain. 

The violence these women 
have suffered and will continue 

Simonson by a margin of nearly 
9,000 votes. Some 35,000 persons 
had signed petitions seeking the 
judge's removal. 

The bright Yang signifies the 
positive, the optimistic, the 
constructive, the bold or male 
aspect of r~ality. The Yin signi
fies the negative, pessimistic, 
the deprecatory· and timorous 
or female aspect of reality. 

(The critics of nuclear power) ... 
are not called upon to achieve 
and they can therefore abandon 
themselves to the Yin aspect of 
their characters. Is it a coinci
dence that these critics can rely 
upon a large female element 
among their supporters? 

The male supremacist as
sumptions in these statements 
are .astourlding. No mention is 
made of the harmful traits of 
Yang - bullying, obstinacy and 
recklessness - or of the positive 
ones of Yin - forethought, caring 
understanding. One can "aban
don" oneself to the Yin. Yin is . 
therefore allied in Krenz's mind 
to lack of control. It is subdued 
by Yang (the force one "calls" 
upon by effort of will - "courage 
and faith in one's ability", he says 
elsewhere). The "female ele
TTient" are only "supporters" of 
nuclear critics; they are not 
themselves critics. The male 
critics are insultingly labelled 
'non-achievers'. They are Yin or 
(implicitly) male women - an ev
en more insulting ephithet by 
Krenz's standards. 

There is no reason to think 
that Krenz, a senior civil servant, 
is unique in his personal at
titudes. What is unusual in these 
days of 'equal opportunity' here 
and 'status of women' there, is 
that he still dares to express 
them publicly. Women of NRC, 
you have been warned! 

to suffer is being condoned by 
the police, the medical and legal 
professions and by the go
vernment. 
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I knew I was right 
Record of a telephone conver

sation which took place on 
Thursday, August 11, 1977. 

Jane had been married six 
years, had one child. Within the 
first two years of marriage she 
and her husband began having 
difficuUies related to his drinking 
problem. He woul.d come home 
drunk and begin to abuse and 
threaten her .. On a few occasions 
she was beaten. 

When she first attempted to 
get help because of the abuse her 
husband was subjecting her to, 
she assumed that as a matter of 
right she would get protection. 
She never wst this conviction 
and it sustained her throughout 
her many experiences with pol
ice, court officers and lawyers. 
She argued andfoughtforrights, 
believing that she had a right to 
do so, not knowing that in fact 
either the law itself or the 
practices of police, lawyers and 
courts, really provided no basis 
for the exercise of rights and no 
protection for abused women. 

On one occasion when the 
police were called to my home, 
my husband was on the tele
phone threatening me and calling 
me names. When I handed them 
the telephone so they could hear, 
they said there was nothing they 
could do because they could not 
swear that the caller was my 
husband. My problem at this 
time was that my husband con
tinually harrassed me, by tele
phone at home and at my office. 

The police refused to do 
anything unless they witnessed a 
physlcal beating. If they came to 
the home when violence occur
red, they (Nepean police) would 
take my husband away, let him 
cool off. They would not charge 
him. Ottawa police would not 
even take him out of the house. 

Even after a separation occur
red, the police did - the- same -
thing, gave him the same treat
ment. I was no better off for 
having left him. 

This made me so angry that I 
went to court myself, tried to lay 
charges but they would not let 
me do it. I got a lawyer and the 
lawyer refused to go to court on 
this matter. 

My husband went so far as to 
call my office, carrying on his 
harrassment there. My super
visor called the police. The police 
refused to lay a complaint, to 
accept a charge laid by my 
supervisor, because they said it 
was a "domestic", and also that 

Continued from page 5 

the sexual violence basic to most 
pornographic filrris. 

Carrying that outrage to its 
ultimate limit has been seen in 
the creation of what are called 
"snuff' films, which culminates in 
the actual dismemberment and 
brutal murder of the actress. 
These films were reportedly 
made in South America and 
made available to a select 
audience at $1500 for eight reels. 

Kinesis, May '77, reports, "At 
one private showing in New York 
City, each viewer paid $200 to 
see what he believed was a 
record of real horror on a 
surprised woman's face as she 
realized the playacting had turn
ed into a nightmare reality in 
which the knife attack upon her 
by her male sexual partner was 
only too-genuine." 

The "snuff" films (Charles 

they were Ottawa police and we 
lived in Nepean and it was a 
problem for the Nepean police, 
qot Ottawa. 

In fact, that time I was living 
in Nepean, he was living in 
Ottawa. My lawyer was willing 
to charge him with something 
connected with use of the tele
phone to harrass me or the office 
staff, but the police made every 
excuse not to act. 

One time before separation, 
when a physical beating occur
red, I thought if I called police I 
could get him taken out of the 
apartment and kept out. The 
police told me that I needed to go 
to·family court to receive a re
straining order as they had to 
protect a man in his own home; 
that a man must have his pri
vacy; that a man's home is his 
castle. 

I went to Family Court. My in
tention was to press an assault 
charge and gain access to the 
apartment. I saw the clerk, who 
told me it would take. a week to 
get before Mr. Golding, who 
arranged for the hearings, decid
ing whether or not cases got put 
on for trial... 

After a week I was told that I 
needed a restraining order, and 
that it was only possible to lay 
charges within three days of an 
occurrance. 

The police can lay the charge. 
They -did it once when my 
husband went after a cop, . 
threatening the cop. The police . 
charged him, I did nothing, sign
ed nothing. They took him in 
custody, kept him in overnight. 
But at the time we were living 
together. Because of tliis, they 
said there was no chance of get
ting a conviction. I argued that 
they should proceed but they re
fused, insisted on releasing him. 
The police also pursued me to 
request of them that they drop 
the charge -against my husband. 

Will the police take a husband 
out of the house? No, not in 
Ottawa, not even if the house 
belongs to the wife, or the wife 
pays the 'rent. Not even when the 
couple are separated. They told 
me as long as we are married, he 
can enter my home and stay 
there, at any time, because he is 
my husband. 

I could not get ·a restraining 
order. They refused to grant 
one. 

When I got a lawyer I was not 
much better off. I went to Family 
Court to settle maintenance for 
the child and access. The lawyer 

Manson used the term "snuff' for 
murder, and reportedly filmed 
ritual murders during the late 
sixties in California) have been 
called the "ultimate obscenity" 
by Detective Sgt. Joseph Hor
man of the New York Police 
Department's Organized Crime 
Control Bureau. 

Kinesis goes on to report that 
since pornography is basically 
sexual aggression toward women 
and it would seem inevitable that 
the logical consequence of it 
would be rape, then it is reason
able to expect that rape some
times ends in death. 

"In sexual crimes against 
women pornographic 'fantasies 
become reality. Winston Molsely, 
the New York murderer of Kitty 
Genovese, raped her while she 
lay dying of the stab wounds 
inflicted by him because, as he 

wanted me to take $50 for the 
child, $1 for me, so that it would 
be possible to vary the order 
when it became clear what my 
husband could afford. I got $50 
for the child; the judge objected 
to the $1 order. 

At this time there was no dis
pute from my husband. Thus in 
effect he was admitting to deser
tion. 

I wanted all the facts brought 
out in court. My concern was 
over access to him. I could not 
deal with the alcoholism, the 
effects on my child after inci-

dents occurred. My lawyer did 
not want to go along with this. 
He refused to bring out the 
whole story in court, adultery, 
cruelty, etc. If I said nothing, no 
.evidence was presented, then no 
one would know that I was not 
responsible, as I had objected 
and been overruled. I might have 
had trouble later having the ac
cess right removed if something 
happened, as a judge would think 
that I hadn't objected to access 
initially. My husband might have 
been given anot.her chance - at 
my expense. 

I had to believe the lawyer. 
Although I thought I should have 
rights, I did not know how the 
legal process worked. 

Even in dealing with the police 
and court officer, I have always 
insisted on what I believed were 
niy rights. 

There were several police re
ports to substantiate the abusive 
behaviour. I tried to get them 

later told police, he liked his 
women quiet." 

The frightening presence of 
this kind of hate propaganda 
illustrates the immediate need 
for women to support each other 
in the face of the overwhelming 
demonstration of violence ag:..in
st them on the basis of their sex. 

The formation of organizations 
like the rape crisis centre pro
vides women with a base for 
organizing, supporting and in
forming each other. 

but the police said they would 
release them only to the lawyer. 
The lawyer told me he couldn't 
get them for this purpose. I 
believed him, but he misled me. I 
should , have fired him, got a 
better lawyer, but I didn't know 
if I could get any better 
treatment. 

The lawyer should set out the 
alternatives before the client, 
explain the consequences of each 
action. This lawyer told me 
nothing, expected me to go along 
with him, even when he was 
going against my instructions. he 

was willing to let my husband 
have full access. This was wrong. 

I made objections in court, the 
judge called for an adjournment 
while we straightened out the 
situation. I wasn't going to let 
the lawyer get away with letting 
my husband have the child 
without any conditions._Finally it 
was made conditional that he be 
sober. He eventually broke this 
condition. 

One time my husband began 
threatening me in court, right in 
front of the court clerk and the 
lawyers (but not the judge). The 
lawyer could do no more than to 
tell me if I wanted to protect 
myself I should leave town, that 
there was nothing else they could 
do. 

The police would have nothing 
fo do with it, but my lawyer said 
if I could keep on telephoning the 
police they might eventually do 
something just to get rid of me. 
Every time I telephoned, the 

police had some excuse why they 
could do nothing. 

My lawyer refused to go to 
court and ask for a restraining 
order. If I had this to do over 
again, I'd go through every 
lawyer in the book until I got one 
who would act in my interst. I 
think this lawyer was just doing 
it for the money, he didn't want 
to bother himself with actualfy 
looking after my interests, the 
interests of my child. 

My concern for my child and 
control of access of her father 
was because of the problem of 
handling the emotional · after
math of one of the incidents of 
verbal abuse, provocation and 
humiliation he subjected me to. 
If I had not spoken up in court, 
he would have had full weekend 
access. 

I am aggressive, independent, 
and I have only one child. What 
happens to women with two 
children, or with six children? I 
had a good job, social contacts, I 
felt goo$l about myself. Women 
caught in the trap become 
demoralized, beaten down. The 
situation is detrimental to th~ 
personality, they Jose their dig
nity, self-respect. A woman may 
be angry, but she sees the sit
uation as hopeless. If she doesq't 
get out before that state occurs, 
she's caught in a position where 
she feels she has to hang on to 
the guy. 

I broke out of the trap partly 
because I knew I was right. I 
expected to get p:rptectioll, from 
the law. I did not create the sit
uation, my husband did. Why 
should he get the protection and 
not me? 

I couldn't get the courts or 
lawyers or police to work for me, 
even though I fought for rrtyself, 
believing I had rights. It would 
have helped to know someone 
who managed to get the system 
to work. It has to be made public, 
when someone succeeds. If one 
can do it, then others will follow. 
Women should find out how to 
protect each other, then share 
the knowledge. 

UPSTREAM needs.cars'and people 
to help with distribution 

Will you share ypur car once a month? 
or Can you spare a few hours a month? 

Ca/1232-0313 
11-4, Monday to Friday 

New ~runswick occupation 
San Francisco Hereay-About 
40 Maliseet Indian women are 
still occupying the Federal In
dian Services Building in To
bique Narrows, New Brunswick. 
The occupation began in late 
August. 
The women are protesting a 
section of the Indian Act which 
states that if an Indian man 
decides to separate from his wife, 
he has merely to order her and 
her children to "get out of the 
house." 

The law also allows a man to 
retain legal ownership of the 
house after the wife and children 
have been forced out. 

Says one protester: "We have 
one woman with 10 children who 
has been living in the Arts and 
Crafts building since December 
when her husband threw her out. 
The government still says it can· 
do nothing." 

The band council and federal 
government have begun meet
ings to try and solve the dispute. 
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by Kate MiddletOn 

On August 25 the first of the over 3,000 
women that were to arrive for the second 
annual Michigan Women's Music Festival 
began Sllt"ging through th~ gates of the 
festival site. Women, covered in the hoar 
frost of the night before, acted as parking 
attendants and' registrants for groups of 
women arriving from as far away as San 
Francisco and the Canadian Maritimes. 
Tent sites quickly became overcrowded 
and workshop areas were converted into 
emergency camping areas. 

Why a 'women's' music festival? In the 
words of the Festival Collective: "The 
political basis of the festival is the creation 
and affirmation of women's space. We feel 
it essential that women can come together 
to learn through music and through 
collective sharing of our cultures, skills 
and energies. This growth process is we 
feel, strengthened by an all-women en
vironment. In terms of the festival this 
means if men come, they will be asked to 
leave. Our intention is not necessarily to 
totally exclude nwn from our lives, nor do 
we wish the focuS of our effort& to be on 
such exclusion. We 11ee the inclusion of 
women as our primary political focus, and 
we see out decision to omit men from this 
process I event al an ultimately positive 
one. 

"We are aware that this decision may 
cause problems, especially in the area of 
security. Local men will be curious and 
possibly threatened by us, but we do not 
forsee their resulting actions as a physical 
or psychological danger to us. Conse
quently, our policy regarding security is 
that of non-violence... -

"Women will be coming to the festival· 
with different backgrounds and different 
political points of view. Not all will agree 
with the political perspectives upon which 
we've decided to base this festival. Some 
will want men to be able to come: others 

Michiga 
A fe: 

will not want to be around male children. 
We as a c:ollective have tried to in
corporate into this event a variety of 
political points of view (both in structure 
and in selection of performers) in hopes 
that every woman who comes will be able 
to feel a certain amount of support for her 
own individual space. And during the 
festival we will respect the different 
spaces (whether it be camping space that 
bars male children or activities organized 
especially for male children). We feel such 
sensitivity and respect from each woman, 
regardless of her place on the political 
continuum, will not only be unifying in 
terms of the festival, but will be vital to 
the solidarity of women's culture as a 
whole." 

A woman's culture definitely did exist 
at th': feStival. An observer walking into 
the site would find herself entering a 
diffe!tmt world. The food, clean-up, sound, 
medical system and security were all 
organized and run by women. Once, when 
the portable toilets reached an unbearable 
level from over-use, a man did enter the 
site to chetk them. However, the whole 
community present worked together to 
affirm, whether collectively or individual
ly, a women's space. 

Mundane reality poked its head into 
many areas of the festival. Ideally, each 
woman participant was to work three 
hours fulfilling one of the many tasks at 
the site. However, food asaistants. did not 
show up for the preparation of many 
meals and volunteers in other areas found• 
themselves overworked. Evidently, the 
promise of four days of Utopia left. a 
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lll Two 
~stival for wimmin 

number of women forgetting their respon
sibilities for the festival as a whole. 

Wet weather caused an overloading. of 
the sound system which took some time to 
repair. On Saturday a patient audience 
entertained itself for three to five hours 
waiting for the repairs to be finished. 
Performers sacrificed the first songs in 
their sets as sound checks to make up for 
the missed performance time. the recol\. 
ing collective vainly attempted to edit 
squeals and feedback out of their tapes of 
the performances. 

The festival was free flowing, high
lighted by many spontaneous outbursts 
and surprises.· For instance a drum work
shop meant to last a couple of hours, 
continued for most of the day as a result of 
strong audience participation. during one 
of the sound system delays, the stage 
audience was treated to the arrival of 
many of the children from the child care 
centre, costumed en masse weaving their 
way through the crowd to a pulsating 
rhythm. 

Workshops covering a, wide variety of 
topics sprang up, both formally and in
formally. These included, massage, 
violin repair, flamenco guitar, natural 
healing, battered women and re-eval-· 
uation counselling. A workshop on wom
en's newspapers was organized by Up
stream and brought together approxi
mately 10 different papers wfrich all 
seemed to be sharing many of the same 
problems, the largest one being lack of 
finances. 

The music at the festival was excellent. 
A tremendous amount of talent and 
potential was dim>layed by the musicians, 
who ranged from seasoned performers to 
performers new to the professional field. 
The music presented ranged from classi
cal, to folk, to jazz. Most of the material 
played was the artist's original com~-
tions. A wide variety of instruments were 
predecessor of the lute) double bass, cello, 
tamburines, to more popular instruments 
tamburiiies, to more popular instruments 
such as guitar, piano and fiddle. Musically, 
it was a very supportive atmosphere with 
musicians freely accompanying each other 
on stage. 

The festival was not perfect because 
women's music is still just emerging and 
there are many~ of it that still need 
to be developed; such as sophistication in 
performance techniques and the produc
tion of high qnality music. Unfortunately, 
there is a lack of woman power in the 
musical field at the present time. For 
instance, there are only a Ci>uple of femin
ist record producers and studios existing 
in comparison to the great nWDbers of 
studios and producers 'at large. Sbnil&rly, 
survinl in women's music is very hard at 
the moment. Performers are faced with 
compromising their politics in order to get 
more gigs in their area or bearing the 
expense of touring from women's com
munity to women's community across 
North America. 

The Michigan Women's Music Festival 
made some things very clear about the 
women's community and women's music. 
The spectrum of women's music and 
politics is diverse and as events such as 
this festival continue to emerge and grow 
there is a greater potential for us to 
realize that oar direction in art and 
politics is not limited. 

UJ*ream/9 
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_EDITORIAL 

Editorial writing can be over
whelming when you're dealing with a 
topic so far-reaching as violence 
against women. It requires conden
sing the subject of .innumerable 
books into a few short paragraphs. 

But, looking at the stories in this 
issue, we can find a common thread 
concerfiing the responsibility of law
enforcement, educational institu
tions and the mass media. 

If we look first at our police force, 
we see that the victims of wife-beat
ing often have a great problem in 
getting police co-operation, mainly 
because our society still considers 
the family a sacred place where no 
man dare interfere, even if one mem
ber is in constant danger. For. rape 
victims, just getting their story 
believed can be a problem. Even 
when the police are co-operative, our 
laws make prosecution in either case 
difficult and frightening because of 
possible retaliation. 

Now we come to the Ottawa 
Police Department which appears to 
be adamantly opposed to hiring· 
women despite facts proving women 
officers c~n be extremely more 
effective than men in situations 
involving violence against women. 
Given that the police force exists, 
and exists In theory to serve 
everyone equally, we feel the Police 
Commission has at least a responsi
"'~~~~~~ -e!1St!~~-,~te-~Nice' tor 
the ·majority of the population -
women. 

And what about the young victims 
of rape? Right now those responsi
ble for their education, the Ottawa 
Board of Education, have dectded to 
continue showing young women and 
men a film which provides erroneous 
information and perpetuates the 
view that the onus for rape is on the 
victim. To add insult to injury, this 
film, How To Say No To A Rapist 
And Survive, has a tendency to treat 
a crime of sheer violence as a funny 
j_oke about men not being able to 
control their sexual urges. 

Finally, providing the news about 
these different areas are the media 
- responsible to no one but their 
advertisers and political patrons. 
The newspapers where we may see a 
sensational and horrible article 
about the rape and murder of a 
six-year-old girl and right below it an 
ad for the Rolling Stones' latest 
album with a woman tied-up and 
beaten saying "I'm black and blue 
and I like it." Complain about this 
kind of content and all you get is 
whining about "freedom of the 
press" and "this is what people want 
to read." This is what people are 
given to read, not what they have 
asked for. 

These three institutions - re
spected· and so powerful in their 
abi I ity to mold - have a responsi
bi I ity to begin listening to the 
demands of women. Of course 
there's always another way of 
looking at it. 

Women have a responsibility to 
take these institutions and make 
sure they are working for the good of 
all. 
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LEI IERS _____ _ 
"Petty details" add up to 
valued financial support 
Dear Upstream, 

Now that I've got a (paying) 
job I can do something about 
helping Upstream financially in
stead of just worrving about it. 
I'm prepared to make a com
mitment to pay some particular 
expense every month, ·and I'd 
like to suggest that Upstream 
list the various kinds of expenses 
that one woman, or a group of 
women, might reasonably under
write. For me at least, and I'm 
sure this is true for lots of people, 
There's something satisfying 
about knowing that your contri
bution is fully meeting one 
expense, instead of going into a 
general fund. I'd like mine to go 
into something with -distribution 
- publicity since f d. really like. a 
great pape:r like Upatream to get 
out and be read. 

A p0int I'd like to make, too, is 
that the very fact that as women 
we tend to be low earners, opens 
up possibilities for us to con
tribute co-operat1vely. Up~ 
stream's postage for a· month 
must be pretty high, maybe too 
high for one woman to cover. 
But 2 or 3 could undertake to pay· 
the postage, or the phone, or 
some other specific expense each 
month. It's often condescending
ly said that women think small 
and concern themselves with 
petty details. Well, if a number of 
"small and petty details" are put 
together something pretty im
portant often emerges. One thing 
that might emerge from fi
nancing Upstream this way is 
that the Upstream collective 
would expand to incluae women 
who don't have the time nor 
perhaps the inclination to work 
on the paper but want to_ keep 

Upstream afloat, and will help 
provide the financing to do it. 

Alma Norman 

Shelter . 
review 
shallow 
Dear Upstream, 

Your recent review of Carol 
Bolt's Shelter has left me a little 
perplexed. Your reviewer was 
quite content to deciae that the 
production ran against the grain 
of the "movement", whatever 
that word implies, and offered us 
a rather superficial criticism 
based on the fact that the various 
~haracte!'S appeared to be stereo
types. 

Rather than refute the various 
points raised in the review, may 
I suggest that the reviewer learn 
a little of Ms. Bolt. She is one of 
the more enlightened artists 
working in Canada today, and I 
am suggesting that the unex
plored undertones of Shelter 
cannot be dismissed or ignored 
as was the case with your article. 
Criticism addressing complex 
drama Eloes not necessarily have 
to be complex, but it does help to 
have a grasp of the issues; it 
appears you sent a girl to do a 
·woman's work. 
·.An example of this shallow

ness is the reporter's disappoint
ment that the all-female cast 
even consented to play these 
roles. This approach is illogical in 
that it assumes that Shelter was 
not a performance. Similarly, I 
would have to assume that the 
women who pose for porno
.graphy are responsible for the 
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sexploitation of women. Like the 
questions raised in Bolt's play, 
some notions just cannot be 
oveifsimplified. 

Increased success 
to your efforts, 

Reid Feltmate 

Thanks 
from E. Fry 
Dear Upstream, 

I would like to express our ~in
cere appreciation for your July/ 
August edition on "Women in 
Prison". 

We were pleased to be of assis
tance to your staff as they at
tempted to make some kind of 
sense out of our Criminal Justice 
System and most .particularly 
how that system affects women 
offenders. You have noted in 
your editorial that you were 
aware of having "uncovered the 
tip of an iceberg" and we readily 
concur. There is more to look 
into - much more, but once 
having done that the task will 
always be to attempt to sensitize 
the public to the need for a 
rational criminal justice system. 

Thank you for the initiative 
you have taken in this direction. 
We look forward to follow ups 
and will keep in touch with you. 

Thanks again. 
James M. MacLatchie, 
Executive Director and 
Case Counsellor, 
Elizabeth Fry Society of Ottawa 
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Upstream would like to 
provide this space for 
reader debate of issues 
they see as important. 

Looking into our spiritual selves 
by Josephine Edgar 

I think that the rebellion begun by 
women in the late sixties has led many of 
us to recognize that we have an obligation 
to become our whole selves, taking re
sponsibility for our lives and for the lives 
and events that touch us. This more 
personal approach to women's issues is 
known to a lot of people as the "spiritual 
trip", and is supposed to lead in all kinds 
of bizzare, occult, and socially irrelevant 
directions. I must admit it certainly can. 

Still, all through my involvement in 
political activities from about 1968 on
ward, I felt myself being pulled in this 
other, "apolitical" direction. But it was 
only when circumstances (a particularly 
unpleasant set of experiences at a 
women's centre where I worked) made it 
impossible for me to continue trying to be 
a Marxist feminist, that I let the other 
tendency take over and decided to explore 
aspects of myself which could be called 
"subconscious". It began to appear that 
the women's movement was not allowing 
me to express the positive irrational parts 
of myself, with the result that negative 
irrational forces ruled supreme in the 
form of (private) bad dreains and (public) 
squabbling and political factionalism: not 
just in me, but in the "surroundings", in 
the women I worked with. It is over
whelming the amount and intensity of 
subconscious activity that goes on in the 
women's movement. 

When we began the process of rebelling 
against patriarchal. institutions, against 
male dominance; we were taking the only 
road open to us, given the oppression we'd 
had to live with for so long. The revolt 

·that we imagined would free us has led 
into places where we probably never 
pictured ourselves in the beginning. In·a 
sense we've already made the ground 
shake, we've moved a few mountains, and 
maybe the momentum has only just 
started to build. But in the process a 
whole equilibrium has been upset: not just 
in the world outside, but in us, in our 
deepest selves. Our hidden personalities 
are beginning to erupt, faster-than we can 
invent names and images for them. We're 
discovering powers we never knew we 
had. But at the same time we're losing 
many of the myths that for centuries have 
been the basis of women's existence. 

One thing we're losing is our belief in 
romantic love, transcendent love, be
tween men and women. Another is our 
former reliance, because we had no other 
choice, on male "protection": which meant 
marriage. Another is our traditional imer
sion in a feminine world centred around 
Kinder, Kirche, Kuche, as it has been put 
so. poetically. And another is the whole 
concept of male superiority which, talking 
to quite a few women including my mother 
has convinced me, is a sort of religion in 
itself, a communal belief which has held 
society together and at times has (strange 
to say) even helped women to gloss over 
the bitter realities and go on working
not for wages, but out of love. 

It's as if our boundaries have been 
removed, the answers aren't handed to us 
anymore by father and husbands, or even 
by the super-daddies like Marx and 
Freud. We have our own reality to affirm; 
what we have to realize is that power, no 
matter what kind of power, has the 
capacity to corrupt us just as it has 
corrupted everyone else who has ever 
enjoyed it. As women in the process of 
struggling to free ourselves to get power 
over our own lives, we're as capable of 
doing evil as we are of doing good. 

We have it in us to betray our own 
cause no matter what line of action we 
choose. We can very easily become 
co-opted bureaucrats, we can set up 
women's centres funded with government 
money which do no more for women than 
tiany social service agency. Or we can 

become mouthpieces for a·· theory, a 
revolutionary strategy, and surrender our 
hearts and minds to a movement or a 
party, and on the basis of our theories 
become so thoroughly cynical about the 
world that almost any action taken 
"against the system" becomes justified. 

As a movement, we ought to start 
paying more attention to our collective 
unconscious, not as an excuse for ducking 
real responsibilities, but because that 
mysterious female collective uncon,,cjous 

ou~ of my 
lif~:_ 

by Gina Clarke 
Serving coffee is a bone of contention 

among secretaries, one that sticks in their 
craw. 

Myself, I never minded. Maybe because 
it usually meant fr~ coffee for me. And, 
in my role of ego-massager, if I get paid a 
bonus I'll provide "extras". 

And sometimes I just plain get off on it. 
Like the time I served coffee and sand
wiches to a boardroom of solemn 
grey-suiters, and me with this terrible 
case of poison ivy that made my arms all 
bumps and scabs, some clear fluid leaking 
out here and there, pink flakes of calomine 
scaling off. Bon appetitl 

Or the place where, for an encore, I'd 
rush in with a handful of paper towels and 
help Old Elbow sponge off his top-secret 
documents. (His lap I let him take care of 
himself.) 

At one office all I did was serve coffee. I 
figured it paid me about $5 per cup, so 
who can complain. 

Some job. And to think they ha,d to hire 
me, a "temporary", to fill it. Regular 
secretaries kept walking out. Because of 
the pressure. Pressure? Well, once a 
month the Deputy Minister screamed for 
something and my boss screamed and I 
ran to my desk and typed frantically. By 
me, it was just to dispose of the chore and 
get back to my novel. The Godfather it 
was, and in comparison the Deputy 
Minister was small-time. 

That was a good example of secretary-· 
as-machine, under-utilized category. You 
are expected to sit and wait with blind 
patience until someone P_fe 8ses your "on" 
button and then you spllfng to life. 

There's also secret;i.ry-as-machine, 
full-exploited category. You doze through 
hours of droning dictat\on, or scrabble to 
keep up to the speeders, or perform 
simultaneous translation on the surreal
istiC utterances of those to whom English 
does not come naturally. Or serve as the 
flesh-and-blood link between dictating 
machine and typewriter. 

is already at~work whenever get together 
over anything. It works negatively in the 
movement as "hexing" of women by other 
women, as covered-up hatred, as faction
alism, as fear and hysteria - and when it 
operates this way, . negatively, which 
means unconsciously, it cari have incred~ 
ibly destructive results. 

But the female collective unconscious 
also works very positively, expressing 
itself in love between women, in dis
cussions and debates, in women's art in 

Then th~re's secretary-as-carpet. No, 
not to be walked upon (necessarily), but as 
a mark of status. I remember one office 
where I was incarcerated for the sole 
purpose of keeping the chair warm. I'd 
open my door seeking s-Ome kind of human 
contact, be it only to gaze upon the 
profiles of passers-by, and they kept 
shutting it. My boss could no more admit 
he didn't need a secretary than ·he could 
relinquish his carpet despite his allergy. 
As unthinkable as saying to his rivals, 
"Gee, guys, I hardly ever look at the 
view - might as well let somebody else 
qave my corner office." 

And there's secretary-as-wailing-wall, 
but that's too terrible to cry all over you 
about. 

Finally there's secretary-as-decoration. 
But nobody's ever hired me as one of 
those. 

Sometimes - rarely - a boss treats 
you like a human being. I remember one 

the way we ~n all feel deeply, inexplic
ably moved and transformed in ourselves 

'by another woman~s~. co~rage and 
strength. All we need to acquire is a 
collective ability to swim in deep waters 
without drowning, to take risks. Every 
act we perform to free ourselves is a blow 
against the old mythology, and a blow 
against our own, old selves. 

When we realize there's no easy sal
vation inside or outside any movement, 
when we see there's no floor to hld us any 
longer, no solid ground underfoot, maybe 
we'll finally become nimble-footed as we 
were meant to be. When we have 
abandoned our dependence on all the 
comforting subclauses in our lives, that 
come from having a good education, or a 
little money· to fall back on, or the 
possibility of a comfortable marriage, and 
have faced life as it has to be faced every 
day by women who don't have a hope in 
Hell of selling out for security and 
privilege, then maybe as a movement we 
will be able to understand and do 
something about class differences. 

The Salish Indians on the west coast 
have a figure in their mythology, called a 
"spirit dancer". The spirit dancer is ugly 
and wrinkled and hairv and sexless and 
above all EARTHY - as if its ability to 
be a spirit dancer came from having two 
feet on the ground and from being just so 
ugly. so hopelessly trapped by death and 
decay. To stop being "just women" we will 
have to become human just that 
hideous, earthbound, no exit sense. Be
fore we can heal ourselves, we have to 
stare a bit a.t .our disease. I think we can 
go far, together, toward self-healing. 

-and 
mz"nd 

who spent ;i.1unch hour just. oefore Christ
mas choosing a book for me, while all the 
other secretaries just picked up their box 
of Laura Secords from the truck backed 
up to the door. And while the other 
secretaries were buzzed, my boss always 
came to my desk and smiled and said, 
"Mrs. Clarke, would you mind taking a 
letter?" When I followed him to his 
broom-closet of an office, he promptly lit 
up a cigar. Well, nobody's perfect. 

The bosses you really got to watch are 
those who yearn for secretary-as-help
mate. "The difference between a steno 
and a secretary," one of them told me, "is 
that a secretary puts her heart into her 
work." He could have said the same thing 
about whore and wife, maid and mother. 
Keeping his words of wisdom in mind, I'm 
always careful to leave my heart at home 
and just hire out my body. Any employer 
who doesn't like it can lump it - yessir, 
_yessir, will that be one lump or two? 
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Know your local rapist 

The following descriptions are 
of known rapists in the Ottawa 
Centretown area. These men 
have never been brought to trial 
for their crimes. The Ottawa
Hull Rape Cris~ Centre has veri
fied the descriptions. Informa
tion available indicates that each 
of these men has raped more 
than once. All the men are white. 

Male Bonding 

The Profes11ional 

This man is a practiced rapist. 
He appears to specialize in day
time assaults of women who live 
in high rise apartment buildings. 
He observes his intended vic
tim's habits, learning her name, 
her routines, and so on. He 
breaks into the apartment and 
hides until the woman returns. 
Then he steps out from behind 
and overpowers her. He forces 
anal intercourse on the woman 
(and brings his own vaseline). 
During the rape, he talks to her 
trying to convince her that the 
whole grisly assault is just a 
simple seduction. 

tent manipulation, he places his 
victims in increasingly difficult 
situations. 

He will ask a woman (even one 
he does not know) for a date. On 
tne date and on subsequent oc
casions he pressures her into a 
situation involving sex. The 
woman does not want it and 
normally says so. But because he 
has set up a pattern of ignoring 
her other 'no's', he justified dis
regarding this one too ... and 
overlooks the fact that the result 
of disregarding · this objection 
will constitute a criminal act. 

He rarely beats up his victims. 

September I October 

A two man rape team works 
the Bank Street strip. The men, 
who say they are from Cornwall, 
are between 23-25 years old. One 
is 5'10" tall, 180 lb. in weight, has 
a blonde Afro haircut, and a tri
angular tattoo on one arm.' He 
speaks with a French accent. The 
other is 6'2" tall, 165 lb., and has 
stringy shoulder length brown 
hair. he has a moustache, green 
eyes, and a tooth missing from 
the side of his 1D<>uth. 

These two cruise the street in 
an old blue chevy (about 1963 
model). The car has a big rust 
spot on the hood and a broken 
steering wheel. 

Because he never lets the 
victim see his face, the physical 
description available is sketchy. 
He is described as "huge" (over 
200 lb with dark hair). Call the 
Rape Crisis Centre at 238-6666 if 
you have any information 1j.bout 
this man. 

Lothario 

This man has used sex-role 
stereotypes to convince himself 
(almost) that what he does is not 
rape. He calls himself a great 
lover and brags openly of having 
introduced hundreds of virgins to 
sex. He particularly preys on 
young women with traditional 
views on how a woman should be 
have. He is an intuitive expert on 
their . psychology and skillfully 
uses their socialized inability to 
make assertive refusals. 
Through aggressive and persis-

He does, however, use his size to 
overwhelm women and tire 
them out in long arduous wrest
ling matches. He also uses macho 
displays of strength to reinforce 
a woman's doubts about her 
ability to resist (such as picking 
her up boily and dumping her on 
a bed). He has been known· to 
use drugs and alcohol to pacify 
and compromise bis victims. 

When he was at Carleton 
University, his picture was post
ed in the women's residences 
with a warning that he was 
dangerous to women. He now 
uses clubs, organized sports out
ings, and discotheques as his 
hunting grounds. He has also 
been know to spend his holidays 
watching rape trials. 

reject traditional roles, he is 
meeting fewer and fewer of his 
preferred victim type. The Rape 
Crisis Centre is concerned that 
as 'easy' rapes become rarer, he 
will drop the pretense that what 
is is doing is not rape and, in the 
classic sociopathic manner, turn 
to extreme violence to secure his 
victims. 

Help stop rape 

Women can help to stop rape 
in Ottawa by reporting men who 
have been know to rape to the 
Rape Crisis Centre . .i\ny infor
mation you can offer' will be used, 
if you consent, to build up a 
composite description. Any in
formation you don't want used, 
will be kept confidential. Up
stream will continue to publish 
such descriptions. Their method of attack is to 

pull up beside a woman late at 
night and ask her over to the 
car - presumably to give them 
advice on directions. One gets 
out of the car and forces the 
woman in. The two then drive 
her to a parking lot behind Bank 
Street. After raping one woIDAD, 
they told her "That'll teach you 
to walk alon.e at night." 

As he gets older (he is now 
about 33), and as more women 

This man is apparently a civil 
servant. He is described as 
having pale skin, and mousey 
blonde curly hair that is just 
starting to thin. He has a boyish 
almost good lookin~ face. His 
eyes are blue and prominent 
("almost bulging" said one vic
tim), and they have a "strange 
look about them". He is about 
6'2" tall and weighs 180 lb. 

The Rape Crisis Centre hopes 
that women will share this infor
mation with other women (by 
posting it in the office or school 
washroom, for example). By 
keeping tabs on those who, 
match, and by warning each 
other, women will be protecting 
themselves - and all other 
women. 

!Women. Helping women l 
by Roeemary Billings 

To survive in their present form in
stitutions need sexism. Institutions. 
(church, state, business) are the mechan
isms the dominant group in society uses to 
achieve its goals. In our society, that 
group is men and their primary- goal is to 
continue their domination. The primary 
goal is therefore Jnherently sexist. And 
since the dominant group within the 
dominant group is also white and wealthy, 
the goal is also inherently racist ancf 
capitalist. 

The most baltant example of instit
utional sexist oppression in Canada is the 
denial of status under the Indian Act to 
native women married to non-native men. 
On the basis of shared genitalia, men 
from the Government and from the 
national Indian Brotherhood agreed on a 
male supremacist law stating that native 
women married to non-native men could 
not own or inherit property on reser
vations. 

A native woman who marries a 
non-native man will be thrown off her own 
land and the reservation (often violently). 
The same cannot happen to a native m.an 
who marries a non-native woman. in fact, 
the non-native woman can end up owning 
the very property forbidded to the native 
woman. The purpose of this, pure and 
simple, is to ensure patrilineal descent 
and patriarchal control of native lands by 
controlling the behaviour 'of native 
women. 

Other examples of the way woman's 
role is policed and her autonomy restrict
ed are perhaps not advocated by instit
utions, but the~ertainly are not opposed 
by them. Rape, for example. Enforced 
childbearing. Wife-battering. Compulsory 
poverty for women living without a man. 
When have you heard government, 
church or busine§.li'. whole-heartedly sup
port women's demands to end these in
justices? 

In fact, most institutions have at one 
time or the other practiced those ·in-

justices, and many continue to do so. The 
difficulty of obtaining a conviction under 
the rape laws almost . makes the crime 
legal. Until 1969, even birth control in
formation was banned in Canada. The 
average woman's full-time salary is half 
the average man's. And so on. 

Historically, all institutions have sup
ported (many still do) discrimination 
based on class, race, religion, language, 
etc. Institutfons have used these charac
teristics as convenient keys for dis
tinguishing between the people who 
control those who produce for the instit
ution (i.e. bosses), !lnd the producers 
themselves (i.e. workers)._ They have 
found, however, that in large part these 
keys are really superfluous. There are 
subtler ways of keeping people in a pro
duction role (co-opting or discrediting 
their leaders, for example, as is regularly 
done with large U.S. unions). . 

As a re~ult, we have a society in which 
institutional control of workers, if not 
invisible, is certainly a lot less apparent 
than it was in England or North America a 
century ago. Yet when women ask 
institutions to regard gender as being as 
invalid or dangerous a distinguishing 
mark for their purposes as, say, race, we 
encounter an unprecedentedly fierce and 
consistent opposition. To take one exam
ple, nine months of lobbying against one 
sexist film by every women's group in 
Canada has resulted locally only in the 
Ottawa Board of Education sticking ari 
'information' label on the film's container. 

Institutions' extra commitment to op
posing women comes from the difference 
between our struggle and that of minority 
group males. Their struggle is economic 
- to gain some measure of control (more 
or less, depending on their analysis) over 
the means of institutional production so 
that the institutions will grant them at the 
least, fair wages, voting rights and equal 
job opportunity. They are also, it must be 
remembered, struggling against institu
tions devoted to· preserving male domin
ance; in a slightly perverse sense, there
fore, there is a sense of one-ness between 

the oppressor and the oppressed. 
For women, this is not true. We are 

quite obviously different from the oppres
sor. And our primary battle is rooted in 
that difference. Not only do we want all 
that minority group men want, we also 
want total control over our sexuality and 
the means of our own reproduction. It is 
the latter half of this joint demand that 
upsets the institutional psyche (far more, 
by the way, than it upsets the average 
male). 

As Gordon documents in Woman's 
Body, Woman's Right, birth control prac
tices had been around for centuries before 
laws against them were passed. It is no 
accident that these laws were passed by 
one institution (the capitalist state) just as 
it was consolidating and durig the estab
lishment of another (capitalist business). 

Capitalism relies on a labour force 
always equal to or greater than the 
number of jobs available. During the in
dustrial revolution, institutions took 
harsh measures to force artisans and 
peasants into wage-slavery. Laws against 
birth control were the means used to 
ensure that, for the future. a surplus 
labour pool would be guaranteed by virtue 
of woman's natural surplus birth rate. 

In opposing modern day efforts to end 
fertility control laws, institutions are 
therefore, consciously or not, continuing 
to protect their essential labour pool. 

Bec:ause the average male is a worker, 
not a boss, he has less to gain from laws 
against fertility control than do the boss
controlled institutions he works for. his 
opposition to this demand of women is 
therefore less vehement than to our other 
claims. The average Catholic husband, for 
example, does not force his Church's view 
of contraception on his wife. 

Nevertheless, he may feel uneasy about 
the concept of "motherhood' being con
trolled by 'mother' herself. It is· at odds 
with his view of woman as a sustaining 
nourishing life-source. It feels wrong to 
·have someone other than himself be able 
to turn the life-sowrce on and off. the same 

feelings make the average male far more 
uneasy than the institutions are a'\ the 
thought of a woman controlling her own 
sexuality. 'His' woman being able to give 
her (previously 'his') sexuality to another 
man? Horrors. And he tends to go 
bananas .at the thought of any woman re
fusing him her. sexuality or even pre
ferring to share it with another woman. 

This uneasiness, shared by the majority 
of men including, of course, those in the 
dominant group, reinforces institutional 
opposition to women's sexual and repro
ductive autonomy. It paves the way for 
ready acceptance of 'against God's com
mand' and 'natural sphere' arguments up
holding the laws which make 'motherhood' 
the property of men. 

Feminist demands for autonomy in 
areas other than sexual polities, are 
similarly resisted (although in varying 
degrees depending on the threat they 
pose to the power the institutions are set 
up to preserve). 

The demand for women to be able to 
wear pantsuits to work, for example, isn't 
really opposed very serioqsly since the 
institution only needs to change a pro
cedure and there is no change to the 
holders of power. 

The demands for equal pay and equal 
opportunity are opposed more strenuous
ly since there is genuine reduction in the 
level of power (i.e. profits which equal 
power are reduced by the need to pay 
more people more). Nevertheless, the 
bosses/institutions holding the power re-
main the same. 

The demand for sexual and repro
ductive autonomy is wholly opposed be
cause the women exercising it would be in 
effects another power base, another 
institution, whose very existence pre
supposes the destruction of the instit
utions of business, church and state as we 
now know them. 

No wonder they're fig~ing so hard. 

We're the biggest threat they ever had. 
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!Law Fot women 
by Shirley Greenberg 

Every woman should know that once 
she marries she loses the right to charge 
the man who becomes her husband with 
rape, because our Criminal Code at, 
present contains an exemption from this 
charge for husbands. 

Thus, the effect of marriage is to grant 
the husband a perpetual licence for sexual 
access to his wife; her consent to sexual 
intercourse with him is good for life or as 
long as the marriage lasts. If conditions 
are not what a wife anticipates, she still 
cannot retract her consent. But a single 
woman's consent is required to each and 
every act of intercourse.: without consent, 
penetration of the vagina by the penis is 
rape - unless you are married. 

Separation or desertion makes no dif
ference to a husband's rights, because our 
Criminal Code states expressly that a 
husband is exempt. To alter his status, 
you must end the husband-wife ~lation-
ship, which is done only by divorce. 

The wife's status is intimately linked 
with the sexual aspects of the marriage 
·relationship: the wife is expected to 
provide sexual services, and to provide 
them exclusively to the husband. H she 
faiJs to provide "adequate opportunity for 
sexual services", she may be barred from 
ever succeeding in a clainl for alimony. 
even if her husband deserts her without 
justification, under present Ontario law. 
This rule was applied to the wife's 
detriment in the recent case of Femk vs. 
Feaik, 16 R.F .L. at page 22, an Ontario 
case. 

The effect of uncondoned adultery 
underscores the importance of exclusivity 
in the legal relationship of husband and 
wife. Not only does.her adultery provide 
grounds for divorce and end any hope of 
success in a wife's application for alimony 
or maintenance under the Deserted 

Wive11' and Children's Maintenance Act, 
but a naughty woman can have even her 
own property taken away from her by the 
court. This has been done in Ontario, and 
not too long ago. 

If you think these laws are barbaric, 
you have much company. Proposed law 
reforms do address themselves to rem
edying such unjust laws, and in Oq~ 
changes will make l.t possible to look at a 
wife's or husband's contribution to the 
family and give it credit regardless of any 
indiscretions that may have occurred. But 
these changes are yet to be made. 

The question of rape in marriage has 
been addressed by the federal Law 
Reform Commission as part of its examin
ation of sexual assault in Criminal Law, 
and it is rumoured that its recommenda
tion will be to remove the ·exemption of 
the husband. But recommendations do no 
change laws, and until new laws are 
passed we are stuck with the ones we 
have. At the present time a husband is 
permitted to use coercion and force as 
long as the marriage continues and up to a 
final· divorce decree, but he must be 
careful if he wants to avoid an assault 
charge. 

While some people find the present laws 
offensive, a very vocal group does not, 
and the wife's promi8e to supply sexual 
services for life is regarded by some as an 
integral part of the marriage relationship, 
differentiating it from single people's 
relationships. The two positions were 
argued at the Conference on Violence in 
the Family, held at McGill University in 
Montreal last June. Those against change 
held to traditional views and had no 
sympathy with or understanding of. the 
movement for change in women's role. 
Underlying the traditional position is the 
view that women are deiltined to supply 
domestic and sexual services to men and 
husbands have the ·right to such ~ 

(The Healing· Arts 
by Beatrice Baker 

Some Facts About Breast Cancer 

1. Of all women who die of cancer 
breast cancer is responsible for more 
deaths than any other form. Early 
detection and treatment can save lives 
and early detection allows greater latitude 
in type of treatment. 

2. Breast self-examination (BSE) 
should be a standard health care practice 
for every woman from the time her 
breasts start to develop. Over 90% of 
breast cancers are detected by women, 
not their physicians. Since each woman's 
breasts are different, and moreover, each 

. woman's breasts change both cyclically 
and over time, no physician's examination 
can be as expert as an individual's 
monthly examination. 

3. There are many common, non-can
cerous conditions which affect the breast; 
in fact, 80% of all "lumps" are benign 
problems. 

4. · Surgecy is not the only form of 
treatment for breast cancer; type of 
treatment depends on a number of 
variables including type of cancer, how 
early it was detected, etc. When surgery 
is necessary a radical mastectomy (re
moval of all breast tissue and some muscle 
and lymphatic tissue) may not be required 
or advisable. Always get a second opinion. 

5. Don't hesitate to take a close friend 
or a relative to the doctor's with you. 
They can act as advocate and .support in 
what may be an emotionally difficult 
time. They are in a better position to ask 
questions and push for answers if a doctor 
is reluctant to discuss alternatives. 

6. Besides getting complete medical in
formation and advice, women should find 
someone to talk to about the emotional 
repercussions. Doctors and nurses may 
not be a gOOd choice; they may be too 
busy, they may not be sensitive to the 
problems involved. 

then with hands raised ... 

a small circular motion ... 

raise arm beside breast... 

on demand. Marriage in this context 
means that a woman is viewed as property 
and can exercise autonomy only in those 
areas allowed her by her husband. This is 
not mutual accomodation, and a wife will 
always lose out' unless she is either very 
persuasive or devious - her choices 
when the system is structured to her 
disadvantage. Change in the system 
means the husband will lose power and 
control of his wife's conduct, as well as 
exposing him to the-possibility of rejection 
as a sexual partner and increased vulner-
ability to a charge of rape. 

To others, the sexual act appears to be 
inherently violent. This quality may not 
be obvious but violence is a potential as 
long as there is a dominant partner who 
can demand sex at his whim without 
regard to the wishes of the other partner, 
as the husband can now. 

As expressed at the Conference, the 
uppermost concern is the likelihood that 
the law wo'uld not be enforced if such 
changes took place, thus bringing the law 
into disrepute generally. But speakers on 
this question did not seem to realize that 
women today consider the present Jaws 
disreputable. 

Two reasons were advanced for expect
ing lack of enforcement: one., t~ ~-

' 

We have nothing to fear but fear itself, 
if it is fear that keeps us in ignorance, 
keeps us from facing reality immediately, 
keeps us from seeking treatment prompt
ly. 

BSE - HOWTODOIT 

1. Stand in front of a mirror and first 
with hands at your side and then with 
hands raised, check for any of the fol
lowing symptoms: differences in shape 
(not size) since the last examination, 
flattening or bulging in one breast but not 
the other, puckering of skin, or any 
discharge, redness or scaly crust on 
nipples. 

2. Lie down on a bed, or stretch out in a 
bathtub when bathing, and raise the arm 
beside the breast being examined and 
with the opposite hand gently and system
atically, with the flat of th.e fingers, not 
the tips, examine the breast and the area 
between the nipple and the armpit. A 
small, circular motion, or a slight back and 
forth motion of the fingers can be used. 
Either work in a spiral starting at the case 
of the breast or examine it in quadrants. 

3. When first starting BSE do it every 
2 or 3 days f9r a couple of months because 
there are systematic changes in the breast 
that correspond tO phases of the menstru
al cycle. Once you are familiar with your 
own changes, choose a convenient time 
and do BSE at the same time each month. 

4. Lumps may appear and disappear 
during a menstrual cycle, so if you find a 
small lump for the first time, you can wait 
for another cycle before seeing a doctor. H 
it doesn't disappear at the end of a cycle 
go to a doctor immediately. 

For more information read Our Bodies, 
Ourselves; chapter 12 of Vaginal PoHtics 
by Ellen Frankfort; Ms Magazine, March 
1975, Vol. ill, No. 9, pp 28-ec. 

(!Uu.strations from Ma.) 
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plaints would not be genuine, because 
women generally are being vindictive 
when they seek to charge a man with 
rape, and their scope would be widened 
with removal of tlie exemption; and- two,' 
that the police would react as husbands 
and so t}\eir investigations would be 
biased against women. Both of these 
viewa were advanced by an RCMP officer 
attending the Conference, and were sup
ported by other speakers. Their con
clusion' was. that attitude change would 
have to precede change in laws if the 
changes were to be successful. 

On the second point, the situation can 
be ameliorated simply by changing police 
personnel policy. A remedy for police bias 
in .favour of husbands is to recruit women 
for active duty, and to sensitize both sexea 
to the need for protection of citizens 
regardless of sex. It is surely an 
indictment of our administration of justice 
·if the police regard themselvea as pro
teclors of husbands only. Are not the wives. 
due full protection as citizens? The police 
should not be expected to be superhuman, 
but to be effective in their role they must 
treat both sexes equally. If unequal treat
ment results from police policy, then such 
policy must be changed, since it is not in 
accordance 11th our _society's fundamental 
values. 

At the pre nt time, then, it appears 
that one r t of marriage is to reduce 
respect for ~oman, reflected in the 
lesser amount f protection she can expect 
and the grea r amount of licence given 
her husband their ·relationship. This is 
reflectetl in la and practices in the areas 
of rape, assaul , and property, in par-
ticular. I 

Readers are invited to ~ l[Kaitiot&I 
to t/iia cobmm tni '1714tters relatetf to law 
~to/4 lj.~,IJIUm. 

() 
Art for Everyone by 
Selected Ottawa Artists 
Saturday, October 1, 2 pm. 
Inn of the Provinces 
350 Sparks St. 
Preview from 12 noon 

sponsored by Vpstream 
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Self worth: key to effective self defence 
This is the second in a series of 
articles based on Wen-Do, Wom
en's Self-Defence, which was 
developed elJ>BciaUY for women 
by the Paige fami/,y in Toronto. 
Shirley Maruda, a qualijisd Wen
Do instructor, continues the 
series with a look at self-Gefence 
as a change of attitude. 
- -
by Shirley Masuda 

As women become more self
sufficient we realize that we can 
no longer rely on men to protect 
us, and indeed, it is from men in 
most cases that we need pro.:_ 

tection. Consequently, self-de
fence is increasingly popular 
with women who want freedom 
of movement without constant 
fear for their personal safety. 

Women over the years have 
been forced into traditional social 
roles of loving, nurturing and de
fenceless - leaving them com
pletely 'unprepared to cope with 
an attack Situation. Many women 
would rather suffer a brutal 
QSS&ult than fight back ·for fear of 
injuring their aggressor or , be
traying society's image of what is 
feminine. The same woman who 

Sport 
Speculum 

... 
by Hope Cadieux 

Have you ever wandered through Brewer Park during a soccer 
match.and, after contemplating- the aesthetics of lithe young bodies 
cavorting about the field, encumbered by the minimum of equipment, 
pondered the significance of all that fancy footwork and brilliant use 
of the head? Has it occurred to you that this game, which incorporates 
the maximum of action with the minimum of violence, attracts more 
fans than any other spectator sport? 

Football - as soccer is known everywhere outside Canada and 
the United States - is a sport that is played betw.een two 11-player 
teams. One player is the goalkeeper, while the other 10 are strikers, 
linesmen (or midfielders), and backs. Teams are easily distinguished 
from each other, and goalkeepers from each other and their teams, by 
<ijstinctively-coloured uniforms; all players except the goalkeepers 
play both offence and defence. 

The game is played on a rectangular field that may measure no 
more than 130 by 100 yards and no less than 100 by 50 yards. The 
boundaries of the field are marked by "goal lines" and "touch lines.'' 
&th goal lines and touch lines are part of the playing area but beyond 
them, players or ball are considered "out of play." Goals, 8 yards wide 
and 8 feet high, are backed by nets and set in the middle of 6- by 
20-yard "goal areas" at either end of the field. In front of each goal is a 
'penalty spot', located 12 yards from the goal. A circular line outside 
the penalty area - a rectangle bounded by lines 18 yards from the 
goal line and 18 yards from the goal posts - delimits the segment 
that is off-limits to other players during penalty situations. And, 
finally, a circle 20 yards in diameter in the centre of the field 
constitutes the "midfield" while a line bisecting it separates each 
team's half of the field. 

Not the least of the game's attraction, to viewer and participant 
alike, is the simplicity of the equipment and uniform involved: a ball 
that is .27-28 inches in diameter, weighs 14-16 ounces, and is inflated 
lo a pressure of 15 pounds per square inch; and .a simple costume 
consisting of jerseys or shirts, shorts stockings, and shoes (which 
may possess cleats, but only of the rounded kind). Shin pads and 
gloves are optional, but players are prohibited from wearing anything 
that could be dangerous to other participants. 

Soccer officials consist of a referee and two linesmen. The referee 
has the power to call penalties and , to stop - or even termin
ate - the game in cases of spectator interference. She also keeps a 
record of the game, acts as timekeeper, and cautions or removes 
players gu}lty of misconduct. In the performance of these functions 
she is assisted by the two linesmen, who act only if the referee has not 
seen the incident !P: question. 

Now for the gaine itself. The ball is put into play by a kickoff from 
the centre while each team is confined to its half of the field. No 
opposing player is allowed to be within 10 yards of the kicker 
(remember that circle in the middle of the field?). The kicker must 
kick the ball forward and may not touch it again until it has been 
touched by someone else. A coin-toss is used to determine which team 

could never hurt anyone, even if 
that person were attacking her, 
, is the same woman who would 
fight ferociously if someone en
dangered the life ·of her child_ 
Why? The role of loving, nurtur
ing mother and protector enables 
her to fight like a tigress to 
protect her child. So women are 
not physically incapable of pro
tecting themselves, but they aie 
paralyzed by society's expect
ations. Self-defence for a woman, 
then, must necessarily begin 
with a change of attitude toward 
herself. She must look within 

herself, find her true worth, and 
discover her inner strength· 
which in Wen-Do we call our KI. 

It is a fact that women show 
more courage in times of crisis 
than do men and it is this 
strength that we must call upon if 
we are ever to defend ounelves. 
It is our inner strength that help,s 
to balance the scale against our 
lesser physical strength. When 
men must defend themselves, it is 
against another man or men arid 
when women must defend them
selves, it is usually against a man 
or men. We must be mentally 

will kickoff at the start of the game, the other team .kicking off the 
second half. After a goal, the team scored against kicks off. 

The game is played in two 45-minute halves; the clock is never 
stopped except in cases of serious injury or extreme ~mergency and 
there are no timeouts. The object is to kick the ball or butt it with the 
head into the opponent's goal. Only the goalkeeper is allowed to touch 
it with her hands or arms while it is in play, but a player can use any 
other part of the body to propel, pass, or stop the ball. 

An· offside rule, intended to prevent an offensive player from 
waitiag In front nf the goal for the ball to come within striking 
distance, precludes a player being nearer the opposing goal line than 
the ball is at the time that a teammate passes the ball to her unless 
there are at least two opposing players (counting the goalkeeper) 
between her and the goal. A player may be offside, but a penalty not 
called, unless the referee deems that the offside has a bearing on the 
course of the play, that is, that the offside player was seeking to gain 
unfair advantage. 

When the ball goes out of bounds over the touchline, it is put into 
play by an opponent of the team who last touched it by means of a 
"throw in". A player stands out of h<o'mds and with both feet on the 
ground, throws the ball in with both hands over her head. A goal may 
not be scored directly from a throw in and the thrower is not 
permitted to touch the ball again until some other player does so first. 

When the ball goes out of bounds over either goal line, one of two 
methods is used to put it back into play. If the attacking team caused 
it to }{O out, a member of the defendin!t' team takes a goal kick, which 
is. a kick from within thp goal area (the small rectangular area in front 
of the go&l) to beyondthe penalty area, (the larger rectangualar area) 
within which no member of the offending team is allowed. Again, a 
goal may not be sc0red directly from a goal kick, and the kicker may 
not touch the ball until after another player touches it. 

If the defending team. cauaeq the. ball to go oyer the goal line, the 
offensive team receives a "corner kick." The ball 'fu plaeea within a 
one-yard arc at the corner of the field and the defenders· are required 
to stay at least 10 yards away. A corner kick can lead directly to a 
goal, but again the kicker may not touch the ball again until after 
another player has· done so. 

Soccer infractions are punished· by an indirect free kick, a direct 
free ki&, or a penalty kick being awarded the non-offending team, 
depending upon the seriousness of the infraction. The essential 
difference between a direct and. an indirect free kick is that on the 
former, a goal may be scored while on the latter, the ball must be 
touched by another player of either team before a goal is scored. The 
former are occasioned by such actions as charging from behind or in a 
violent fashion; kicking, tripping, hitting, holding, pushing, or 
;umping at an opponent; and playing the ball v,rith the hands or arms. 
The latter are occasioned by less violent actions, such as charging in a 
legitimate manner but at a player who is far from the ball; 
purposefully charging an opponent while far from the ball; wasting 
time; and offside. &th take place at the point at which the infraction 
was committed. A special infraction in this category relates to the 
goal keeper, who is penalized for taking more than four steps or 
delaying when getting rid of a blocked shot. 

If an infraction that calls for a direct free kick is committed by the 
defending team in its own penalty area, a penalty kick is awarded to 
the other team. The ball is placed directly in front of the goal - on 
the penalty spot - 12 yards from the goal line. Only the kicker and 
the goal keeper are allowed within the penalty area and the latter 
cannot move until the ball is kicked. Nor may any other player enter 
the penalty area until the kicker has made contact with the ball. 

In addition to the penalties associated with playing the ball, .the 
referee can penalize for misconduct, i.e., obvious disagreement with 
an official decision, serious fouls that could result in injury, abusive 
language, and any form of "unladylike" conduct. Continuous and 
flagrant misconduct can result in a player being removed from the 
field and her team playing shorthanded for the remainder of the 
game. 

Offensive strategy consists of either the "long passing attack" or 
.the "short passing attack." The first is based on a series of extended 
but accurate passes designed to get the ball up the field toward the 
goal in the quickest and easiest way; the second is designed to bring 
the ball into scoring range via short passes blended into well-planned 
combination patterns. Defensive systems may be based on the 
woman-to-woman principle, whereby each player is assigned to an 
opposing player, or the zone principle, in which players cover certain 
sections in the vicinity of the penalty area. Whatever the strategy, 
however, the secret of success in soccer depends on economy of 
movement and mastery of the fundamentals of controlling the ball by 
means of kicking, passing, dnobling, trapping and tackling it with the 
foot, and, of course, heading - that butting of the ball with the head 
that we so admired before we knew anything about the game! 

Sound like fun? Now, here's the rub. Ottawa has at present some 23 
soccer teams.for men. The only women's league beyond the high 
school level has only 13 members - not enough to form two teams. If 
you think you would like to take part in this ~xhilarating sport, the 
organizer of the women's league would be happy to hear from you. 
Her name is Gloria Mills, and sh~_can be reached at 722·7042. 

prepared to fight a greater phys
ical strength than our own. 
Women do, however, have some 
advantages other than their 
greater inner strength. The man 
attacking someone who is phys
ically weaker than he is thinks he 
doesn't have to use as much 
strength as be would against 
another man, nor does he expect 
that' his victim would dare to re
sist him. Psychologically he is 
not prepared to defend himself 
against a mere woman, and this 
alone leaves him open to our 
defensive techniques. 

There is yet another hurdle on 
the way to self-defence, that of 
achieving self-worth. No woman 
will fight for heraelf unless she 
feels she is worth it. Women 
have been defined and given 
value only in, their relation to 
men - man's wile, mother, sis
ter, mistress, and so on - which 
has robbed us of our self-worth; 
we see ourselves through men's 
eyes, without value in ourselves. 
Because society sets less value 
on women than on men, our laws 
can somehow excuse such things 
as rape, wife abuse, child molest· 
ing, incest, and countless other 
crimes that Medea and Thomp
SQn call "little rapes" in their 
Against Rape. We must rise 
above these psychological rapes, 
look within ourselves, and know 
ourselves and our worth - be
cause only when a woman values 
herself more than her aggressor 
will she put all her strength into 
defending herself. No matter 
how good her defensive tech
niques are, unless she is pre
pared to use them they are use
less. 
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Effective self-defence does re
quire a certain amount of phys
ical strength and co-ordination. 
Self-defence classes should en
cr;:irage women to build 
strength, co-ordination, balance, 
and suppleness. A good course 
not only teaches a woman how to 
get out of holds, to kick and 
punch, and the vulnerable areas 
to concentrate on, but als<> how 
to avoid dangerous situations 
and when to run. Mental con
ditioning prepares a woman for 
an atthck, increasing her chances 
of remaining calm, alert, and 
ready to use her defensive skills. 
Since most women have no idea 
how great their own strength is, 
a good self-defence course should 
teach a woman to feel her 
·strength, how to use it, and what 
she ean do with it - this more 
than anything gives a woman 
confidence in herself and in her 
ability to defend herself. 

In most cities it is not safe for a 
woman to be alone is her home, 
on the street, or at work. Dr. 
Paige and his family have spent 
many houl"!' developing a simple, 
effective type of self-defence for 
women called Wen-Do that can be 
taught in oruy a few hours, with 
the hope that one day it will not 
be safe for anyone to attack a 
woman alone in any city. If you 
have not yet taken a seif-Oefence 
course, we urge you to do so. 
Information on Wen-Do courses 
in Ottawa is available at the 
Ottawa Women's Centre. 
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Assistance for athletes 
by Kate Middleton 

Gameplan, a financial assis
tance program for Canadian 
athletes, has expanded its fun
ding one hundred per cent over 
last year's amount. Approxima
tely 550 athletes will receive 
assistance under the new Game 
Plan Athlete Assistance Pro
gram. The increased funding 
brings the total Game Plan 
support for competition, training 
and athlete assistance for the 
year to $5.8 million. 

According to the Honourable 
Iona Campagnolo, Minister of 
State for Fitness and Amateur 
Sport, "The program is intended 
to provide Canada's card athletes 
with basic financial assistance 
enabling them to pursue their 
athletic careers without financial 
hardship. In our society the 
incentive for performance comes 
from national recognition of 
difficult personal goals. The 
Game Plan Athlete Program is 
designed to assist young Cana
dians in the pursuits of these high 
goals." 

Sportsperson Roger Jackson 
originally conceived the concept 
of the Game Plan in 1972. It 
officially began in 1973 as a 
partnership between Sport Ca
nada, the Canadian Olympic 
Association and the provinces. 
Its original purpose was to 
develop and prepare Canadian 
teams for the 1976 Olympics and 
other international events. Since 
that time the Olympics Asso
ciation and the provinces have 
a.ttepted •mandates focusing on 
related areas in sports. 

The provincial governments 
are currently focusing on bring
ing their athletes up to national 
level of competition. Their man
date iS not to prepare "elite" 
athletes who participate in in
ternational competition; this is 
being left to the federal go
vernment. The Olympic Asso
ciation is turning its attention 
towards club assistance and the 
"Young Olympian" program 
sponsored by the Royal Bank. 

Game Plan is the Sport Canada 
Program for the development of 
excellence on an international 
level, geared particularly to the 
Olympic, Commonwealth and 
Pan-American Games. The Ath
lete Assistance Program, latest 
in a series of prograqis developed 
by Game Plan to improve per
formance, will be the single 
national financial support sys
tem for Canada's best amateur 
athletes. The athletes receiving 
this assistance are all carded by 
the Athlete Classification Sys
tem as A, B, and National Card 
athletes. 

These athletes must belong to 
sports qualifying as 'major 
games', which include at present: 
alpine skiing, archery, badmin
ton, basketball, canoeing, cross 

Summary of Assistance Available to Athletes 

STATUS Living Training Lost Time Tuition 
Support Support Payments 

Working Athletes -- $50 month * 

full-time University 
Student Athletes** 

at home -- $75 month - * 
away from home $215 month $50 month * 

Full-time College 
Student Athlete** 

at home -- $75/month * 
away from home $215 month $50 month * 

Full-time High School 
Student Athlete** 

at home -- $50/month -
away from home $215 month $50 month -

U.S. or foreign schools -- $50 month -[where eligible) 

* denotes eligibility 
** Part-time student athletes attending university,· college or high 

school are eligible to receive the same training and tuition allow
ances as their full-time counterparts, but are not eligible for living 
support if they are living away from home. 

countcy skiing, cycling, diving, 
equestrian riding, fencing, field 
hockey (men), figure skating, 
gymnastics, judo, rowing, soccer, 
sh~oti~g. speed skating, 
SWlJllDllilg, synchronized SWIDl

nting, 'track and field, volleyball,. 
water polo, weightlifting, wrest
ling, and yachting. 

However, not every athlete in 
a 'major game' qualifies. Each 
national sports association ha5 a 
number of cards to give to its 
members athletes. These ath
letes must pass through qua
lifying rounds and enter the 
national championships. Athletes 
given A cards are world cham
pion athletes, athletes within the 
top eight of their sport. 'B' 
athletes are those occupying the 
positions from nine to sixteen in 
their sport. C cards are given to 
athletes of Olympic calibre who 
may belong to a qualifying team 
or who belong to a club who has a 
good quantity of A and B 
athletes. For instance, in swim
ming there may be perhaps 
10,000 competitors across Cana
da. In order to be considered 
eligible to compete for a card the 

athlete must be in the top 60 
swimmers of the country, There 
are approXimately 500 'cards for 
all the qualifying sports. 

The Athlete Assistance Pro
gram is geared to provide basic 
assistance enabling athletes to 
continue their· sport and aca
demic or working careers with
out suffering financial hardship. 
Eligible athletes will receive a 
yearly financial commitment and, 
in return, will be expected to 
train intensively in pursuit of 
world class perfomances. 

Card athletes will receive 
financial assistance in the fol
lowing areas: living support for 
full-time student athletes, lost-

-----!ime payments for working ath
letes, training support and tui
tion fees. In addition to-the finan
cial suppoi:f,, the Athlete Assis
tance Program will aid athletes 
in special areas involving job 
placement and equipment requi
rements. 

This long-term program will be 
reassessed each post-Olympic 
year. It is designed to integrate 
with the responsibilities of the 
individual athletes, their clubs 

' 
and the national Sport Governing 
Bodies in providing facilities, 
coaching and competivie pro
grams. 

The new Program will differ 
from previous programs in the 
following aspects: 
1. Previously, financial assistance 
to card athletes was provided 
jointly by Sport Canada and the 
Canadian Olympic Association 
(COA). In August 1976 the COA 
ceased support. To fill the void 
created by the withdrawal of the 
COA, funds were allotted from 
Loto Canada enabling the crea
tion of the Game Plan Athlete 
Assistance Program. The Pro
gram was reviewed and accepted 
by the COA and the National 
Sport Govehiing Bodies. 
2. The fed~ral government is 
prepared to commit to the 
Program more than double its 
previous allocation so that ath
letes will receive assistance that 
realistically meets their requi
rements while engaged in serious 
training. 

For example, a volleyball 
player moves from· her home in 
Toronto to Vancouver· to train 
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and to study as full-time student. 
Under the 1977 Program, she 
would rec~ive a total of approxi
mately $3,880.00 which can be 
broken down as follows: 

Living allowance: $215 monthly 
Training allowance: $50'monthly 

Exact tuition: $700 
(approximate average fee) 

TOTAL $3,880 
In 1976, this athlete would 

have received a total of $2,700.00 
which was made up of a $1,800.00 
grant-in-aid, a $600.00 bonus for 
living away from home and a 
$300.00 training allowal)ce. 
3. A central office will be esta
blished with employees to ad
minister the Program and to 
respond to the enquiries of 
athletes, National Sport Gover
ning Bodies, the media and the 
general public. Employees of the 
Program will also be travelling to 
training and competitive en
vironments to discuss aspects· of 
the Program with athletes and 
coaches. 

The National Sport Governing 
Bodies will designate a liaison 
person who will be directly 
responsible for determining ath
lete's needs and who will confer 
with Game Plan officers on a 
regular basis. Admini!'tration of 
the Programme will be in accord
ance with amateur rules as spe
cified by the International Olym
pic Committee (IOC) and the 
various international federa
tions. 

Should budgetary increments 
become available· in subsequent 
years, both ·the value of the 
assistance and the number of 
athletes assisted wiill be 
reasse~d. 

Accompanying the game. :Pll!-n 
Tecbnica11 Program, respollsible 
for athletes' training ·is Ganie 
Plan Information. This is the 
Public Relations arm of Game 
Plan. It services media with 
releases on Olympic, Common
wealth and Pan-American game 
standings held by Canadian ath
letes. 

Basically, Game Plan lnformll
tion Program provides informa
tion on the progress of Canadian 
athletes -in various international 
sports events and fulfills media 
requests for this information. In 
this way, athletes are not only 
receiving financial support in 
order to compete but also 
announcements of their stan
dings to the folks back home 
providing extra incentives for 
them to achieve full results. 
Resulis, in the way of medals 
and high standings, are what 
Game Plan is investing in. 
Someday, when more funds 
become available to Canadian 
citizens for recreational and 
fitness pursuits, programs such 
as Game Plan may become .a 
natural end to a grassroots fitness 
movement wher~ national health 
is the reward. 
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Donna Kaluza 

Being an. RCMP officer is "just part of me" 
by Janick Belleau 

l wanted to interview this par
ticular RCMP woman, Constabl,e 
Donna Kaluza Bince I had a quick 
gl!J,nce at her, driving her car 
while on duty. She looked very 
much in controU I made inquiries 
to find out if an interview was 
feaBibl,e. 

After being introduced, she 
takes the initidtive of asking the 
first question: 

"What is Upstream about?" 
"I'd say, it's a feminist orient

ed newspaper. What dO you 
say?" 

"Oh! I don't think I'm a f emin
ist ... 

Constabl,e Donna Kaluza just 
set the pace of the interview! 

Why did you have the desire to 
become a policewoman to begin 
with? 

I come from Pugwash, Nova 
Scotia, and I was acquainted 
with many male RCMP friends; 
plus, my parents are pro-cops. 
Besides, I found the idea appeal
ing because it's different.-Plus, I 
like dealing with people. The 
ones I deal with aren't always the 
best kind of people, but still! I'm 
outside a lot. I'd hate working in 
a windowless office. 

What are the criteria in order to 
be a member of the RCMP? 

You httve to have a minimum 
height of 5'4"; be healthy; be 
between 18-29 yea111 of age; be a 
Canadian citizen o'° .. 13ritis~ .. su,p
ject; have your driver's licence. 

What about the training? 

It's a .concentrated one that 
lasts 6 months. It happen.s in 
Regina, Saskatchewan in the 
training academy. We live in 
barracks. There's 32 women in a 
troop. We're up from 6:00 a.m. to 
10:45 p.m. Would like the run
down of a day? 

You might as well for the benefit 
of the interested. 

Up at 6:00; dress for the 
inspection by the Senior Troop at 
6:30; breakfast until 7:30; back to 
the barracks for dusting, clean
ing and buffing floors (I mean 
BUFFING). At 7:50 we line up in 
front of the barracks and walk 
with the troop marker wherever 
she decides to go. 

We have 7 classes a d1ty which 
end at 4:30 p.m. Then we have 
supper. In the evening, if you're 
lucky, you'll have only to polish 
your shoes, iron your blouses and 
then you'll go to the Constables 
Lounge and just. .. relax. If 
you're unlucky, you do your 
home-work and extra duties. 

What about ... how would you 
say ... grad~ation day? 

It's a big thing! It lasts a whole 
weekend. Parents usually fly. 
over. There's a shooting demon
stration; swimming and self-de
fense displays; drill demonstra
tion: it's like the Musical Ride. In 
other words, you show off what 
you've learned to your family and 
friends. Of course, there is also 
the valadictorian speech and the 
presentation of badges. On th~ 
last evening, there is a banquet 
and a dance. J,. mean, everybody 
is almost in tears. When you're 
having your training, you swear 
you'll never go back again but 
when you leave, it's a. different 
story. We have become depend
ent on each other and when you 

leave you know, you 'II miss 
them. 

Aftet- that drastic training, 
you have 6 months of practical 
probation. 

We wait in turns until the 
Force is ready. Now, I'm waiting 
for a transfer to B.C. I hope rn 
get it! ·Let's say someone is sta
tioned in a city in Nova Scotia, 
then the Personnel Office would 
transfer him faster because the 
area would become too familiar 
and consequently too easy to 
handle. 

Are you 'restricted to certain 
fields being a woman in the 
RCMP? 

I can be faced with anything 
that breaks the law. What guys 
do, we do. ~ersonally, I chose to 

be in the Traffic section but I 
could have chosen the Drug
Section, Commercial Crimes, Im
migration and Passport, Cus
toms and Excuse, etc ... there is 
no sexual discrimination. There's 
a rapport, a feeling bet'fl'een us. 
It might be the consequences of 
the training. Each one looks out 
for the other. Protection is for 
each other. It doesn't boil down 
to whether you're a man or a 
woman. 

Can you explain your feelings 
while wearing the uniform 
different situations? 

It's part of me! It's like wear
ing jeans! At the beginning, I 
was conscious. It felt like I was 
sticking out in the crowd. I was 
conspicuous. Because I'm a wom
an, it has a great .impact on 
people. 

What are muculiae l'NCtioos to
wards feminine aathotjty? 

In most cases, men are sur
prised and very curious. I have 
to. be in control. You can't have 
somebody calling you "honey". 
It's not professional! If a man 
yells or screams at me, I can't 
yell or scream back because you 
lower yourseH to his level. When 
you deal v.;th someone you have 
to be ·fair and use discretion. I 
cannot dislike a man because I 
don't like the way be combs his 
hair. You have to make your own 
judgement, regardless. Some 
will call me 'female pig'. It just 
proves that they are rude and ig
ilorant. Some people think they 
get you· down but· it doesn't 
bother me anymore. _ 
What are your feelings when you 

are faced with arre&ting anetber 
woman? 

I have never arrested one, yet. 
I just did searching. Actually, it's 
embarrassing enough! It's n~ 
easy for them and neither is it for 
me. It's always .done for the 
person's own good. I don't like to 
see anybody damaging their life. 
I lQte to think, I am human! We 
ha.d a lecture lately given by the 
head of the w~men's prison ·in 
Kingston .. Let's say there would 
be a strike ·or mutiny, we in 
Ottawa 'Yould have to go and re
place the guards. We wouldn't go 
in uniforms becau5e it causes 
more problems. AIJ we want is to 
bring back peace. 

What would be your reaction H 
you had to arrest one of YotJJ' 
friends? 

We n0w use second class mail service, which does not forward your 
copy ofUpstreamif you've moved, and sends it back to u. So pleue 
send your change of address so we can keep sending yov Upstream. 

(and by the way, we have to pay for any papers t/&at are retv.rned) 

When you take your oath, it 
doesn't matter who it is you are 
faced with: it could be your 
mother or husband; if they break 
the law, they are guilty of crime 
- big or small. No matter how 
close to me they would be, I have 
.to do my duty. 

Sometimes you work night shift. 
Are you not. afraid of being alone 
in a car on a dark street and 
having to stop somebody? 

I am not afraid of the dark. 
Actually, I'm best at night, like a 
prowler. I'm scared when I have 
to be. One gets the feeling! But 
then, there is the radio in the 
car. I always take the licence 
number and the names of the 
streets on which I am before I 
make any further move. 

Out of curiousity, Donna, in your 
opinion, do you believe the state
ments about the RCMP being 
"out of control7" 

I knew it! I knew you would 
ask this question. I don't have 
much experience in the RCMP. I 
wouldn't like to jeopardize my 
position by making any kind of 
statement... But, it's no ball 
game ... Anyhow, it has nothing 
to do with me! 

rd like to take a few photographs 
of you in your car. Would you 
mind? 

Well, I'm not so photogenic! 

AU the same, we l,eave the 
windowkss office and walk a
round, Donna seems to be on 
quite good terms with the male 
members that we pass. She's so 
amiabl,e. Light voice. Mischie
vous smile. Although site claims 
to be pro]esBional she ·seems to 
remain open to all. 

Down on the street, she pulls 
the car up in front of me and 
offers to take me for a ride, or at 
l,east a viBit to the car wash. I 
can't help but ask on the way a 
question that would cwrify my 
frame of mind: 

You seem to get along well with 
your male com~s? 

Why not? Most of them are a 
good bunch of guys. Since I'm 
working with them, I might as 
well get along. Otherwise, life 
would be miserable. 

True enough! Listen Donna, I 
have to go. Thank you for taking 
the time to spend with me. 

I thank you for the interview. 
It will give me some publicity! It 
was fun! ... It was flattering! 
(Big smile) Since I -didn't even 
make my hometown newspaper .. 
I was heartbroken! 

D 
Many thanks to Sgt. Stu. Lowde, 
Police Community Relations Co
ordinator, for permit!ing a.1ff!. 
arranging the ·interview and ap
proving of tke articl,e. 

New style for 
pregnant soldier 
SAN FRANCISCO!HERSAY -
A sign of the times is the recent 
move on the part of the Danish 
army to come up with a fall 
collection of uniforms for preg
nant soldiers. 

The army decided to hire aome 
maternity designers for their 
soldiers after two women report
ed for duty in battle dress, 
saying their normal working uni
forms were too tight. 

House of Era 
1218 Bank St. 

521-7237 
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The labour farce: part I 
by Alma Norman 

"lf women work tAey will de-
1troy tAeir femininity. " 
··work will 0111.71 coanren women. 
a1fd. tAey will lo1e tAeir force for 
1noral good . .. 

If we substitute the word 
'vote' for the word 'work' we note 
a depressing similarity between 
the attitudes to female employ
ment and those to female suf
frage. The only way for women 
to remain morally effective, 
gentle and sympathetic, was to 
remain in the protective cocoon 
of the home, where the only 
hardships they might face would 
be excessive childbearing, unjust 
marriage laws, the double bur
den of homemaking and farm 
labour, poverty, possible brutal
ity, and similar·encouragements 
to their femininity. 

The suffrage battle has been 
won since 1917. That for equal 
employment opportunity contin
ues. The issue revolves around 
the definition of work. In the 
19th centurY, as today, work 
meant paid employment. And in 
a "properly functioning society 
there· was no need for women to 
work as their- husbands and 
fathers would provide for them." 

Alas! Even the most perfect of 
societies occasionally fail to func
tion properly. Thus, in 1876, the 
Christian Guardian observed 
sadly that considerable pro-
portion of the males ... count for 
nothing as breadwinners ... 
.and, mor,e ominously, .. :a con
siderable number obstinately re
fuse to wed." Faced with this 
tragic situation there were al
ways unfortunate women forced 
to support themselves. For sin-
gle women awaiting marriage 
this was acceptable; for the un
fortunate spinster (she whom 
"obstinately refused to wed") it 
was a cbpice; for the widow or 
deserted wife it was a necessity. 

Wage work, of sorts, was al
ways available to women. 
Throughout the 19th centruy 
domestic work headed the list, 
immigrants often being brought 
to fill the demand. It was an ideal 
occupation, we learn: "the de
mand is large and not subject to 
fluctuation ... and household work 
is suited to the capacity of 
women and the experience useful 
to them." Domestics earned from 
$6 to $14 a month with board and 
lodging. They had, too, t~e as
surance of an all-too-supervised 
(but not always an all-to-safe) 
living environment in their em
ployer's home. 

Many young women sought 
work which offered more free
dom. They flpcked ~the factor
ies, and eating establishments, 
to the laundries and shops. For 
this freedom they worked at such 
satisfying tasks as filling packets 
with seeds; colouring bamboo 
sticks, pasting labels on biscuit 
tins, sorting rags into separate 
piles of wool, silk and cotton; 
stitching gloves and corsets; 
ironing, washing, waiting on 
table ... They earned from $1.00 
to $9.00 week!~ 

Some women,lespecially after 
the introduction of the type
writer, found employment as 
clerical workers (where, accord
ing to the Royal Commission on 
the Status "()f Women Report of 
J970, the majority have stayed.). 
Owing to the increasing popular
ity of this kind of work, however 
an exploitive situation develop
ed, with so-called "Business Col
leges" springing up. These, 
bouDd by no standards and fewer 

scruples, sent out inadequately 
trained women to compete with 
each other for jobs. Naturally 
these bargain basement skills 
netted bargain basement wages 
- as low as $3.00 a week, as 
high as $8.00. 

Other women were scarcely 
bett.J.r off. Typesetters, of whom 
the~ were admittedly very few, 
earned $4.00 weekly. Telegraph
..ers, on the other hand, might 
earn as much as $55.00 a month. 
Sales clerks, predictably, were 
near the bottom of the pay scale; 
they also might earn $4.00 
weekly, but it was a respectable 
job for women with no training. 
(In 1917 the B.C. Minimum Wage 
Board recommended a minimum 
wage of $12. 75 a week for women 
store clerks.) 

Incomes were appreciably 
higher for those few women for
tunate enough to have a pro
fession. By the end of the 19th· 
century this usually meant 
teaching or nursing. To no one's 
surprise, however, there was an 
enormous difference between the 
income of male and female teach
ers: in 1889 Ontario women ele
mentary teachers working in the 
city earned an average of $358.00 
j>er annum; the male income was 
$776.00. In other provinces sal
aries were lower. Professional 
nurses might have earned up to 
$16.00 a week. The head library 
assistant earned $450 a year; the 
head, of course, was male. 

A few women were !Jawy'ers 
and doctors; some women ran 
their own businesses. The occas
ional woman, like Cora Hind1 
became influential journalists. 
And for those to whom other 
options were closed or were 
unappealing, there was always 
that standby, prostitution. 

For some women prostitution . 
offered an essential supplement
ary income; to others it had the 
apparent advantages of part
time work, low overhead, on the 
job training, and self employ
ment. Well aware of the tempt-

. ation to resort to prostitution (by 
whatever name) Minnie Phelps 
in 1890 pointed out that one way 
to discourage this would be to 
"give women the same- prepar
ation for her: .. calling as her 
brother - all sons are expected 
to learn some trade or pro
fession, why not all daughters .. 
(Why Not? Indeed, one asked in 
1975.) 

At the beginning of the 20th 
century, 1 in 6 Canadian workers 

was a woman. Most were single, 
but by 1921, studies showed that 
increasing numbers of married 
women were joining the labour 
force. Many of these took part
time work in such establishments 
as -laundries or local shops. 
Between 1947-1977 the propor
tion of married women in the 
labour force jumped from less 
than 4% of the total work force, 
to approximately 22% .. / 

The increased participation of 
women including married women 
in wage work was'accelerated by 
two world wars, especially 
WWII. Under pressure of the 
need for war materials Jnd of 
patriotic fervour, even women 
with families were pressed to 
enter the labour force, a move 
enthusiastically supported by the 
National Council of Women. 

So great was the need for 
women's labour, that the part-
time work that many mothers 
had been doing since the early 
years of the war was no longer 
felt to be sufficient. Measures 
were taken to encourage them to 
commit themselves to full time 
work. In 1942 the Dominion-Pro
vincial Day Nurseries pro
gramme was instituted, in which 
the two levels of government 

could co-operate in offering sub
sidized (but not free) day care to 
mother engaged in the war. Only 
Ontario and Quebec took up the 
offer. 

Under the programme, 'foster 
home care was provided for 
children under two; day care for 
preschoolers; school day care for 
children between 6-16, and after 
school supervision during the 
school year. The fees were $.85/ 
day for the first child (in day 
care) and $.15 for each additional 
child in Ontario and $.85 and $.20 
respedively in Quebec. The pro'.
gramme eDded as the war ended 
in 1945; women being no longer 
'req~ to work for patiiotism, 
were not encouraged to work at 
all. . 

The women themselves had 
regarded war work in a some
what different light. In response 
to a questionnaire on their 
motives for working in war 
plants, 59% of women replied, 
"to make money." In Quebec, 
31.4% ·of women replying to a 
similar questionnaire from 
J eunesse Ouvriere Catholique, 
reported that the wages earned 
doing war work were their only 
source of income: Nonetheless, 
day care was ,seen by legislators 

' as a needless expense, and 
women retreated to their pre-
war bliss of domesticity as men 
returned from the war to take up 
former jobs. The Public Service 
encouraged the great trek home
ward, by restricting employment 
of married women, in order to 
help returning servicemen re
establish themselves in civilian 
life. 

But surely the situation has 
chan~ since 1945? 

Certainly more women are 
working. Over 22% of mamed 
women are employed, and 1 in 3 
workers is female. And what 
work do these women do? 

According to the Royal Com
mission (1970) most are employ
ed in clerical, service and recre 
ation jobs, with afew to be found 
in professional and technical 
categories. In 1967, women held 
2.3uM of management positions. 
In almost every category they 
did the bulk of the routine, low 
paid, support jobs. High earning, 
decision making posts were held 
by men. Until 1951 pay differen
tials based on sex were the rule. 
In that year, Ontario passed the 
first equal pay Iegislat_ion in 
Canada, followed by the federal 
government in 1956. Rug rank
ing as a salary determinant was 
not even questioned until the mid 
1970's. 

In fact, the Royal Commission 
report only highlights the tort
oise pace of women's advance in 
the field of paid employment. 
One brief after another pre
sented to the Commission docu
mented instances of unequal pay, 
despite equal pay legislation; of 

\ generally lower salaries )>aid to 
traditiOnally female profession
als, e.g. nurses, as compared to 
male, e.g. doctor; of reluctance 
to admit women to senior levels 
of management; of "!omen's . 
skills and abilities not bemg fully 
used. 

Meanwhile, however,' a grow
ing labour movement was deter
mined to improve both ~ay and 
conditions of work in Canada. 
The relationship between women 
and this labour movement will be 
the subject of part II of this 
article. 

Information on women at 
work, whether paid or unpaid 
(e.g. housework) is not easy to 
come by. However, the following 
sources are helpful: 

Trofimenlwff & Prentice: The 
Neglected Majority 
Mthchinson and cook: The Prop
er Sphere. 
Report of the Toyal Commission 
on the Status of Women in 
Canada (1970) 

The Corrective Collective: Never 
Done: Three Centuries of Wom
en's' Work in Canada. published 
by Canadian Women's Educa
tional Press .. 

"If I am to keep on as I have begun [In public life] that 
means one unending struggle ..• Howev"', for me, more 
pleasure will come going upstream than down, but believe 
111e It is no enviable position." 

Agnes McPhail -1922-
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Star Wars: 
And the ~hort e~d of the wookz"e 

by Rosanna Desmeules 

A long time ago in a galaxy far, 
far away, women were obviously 
still getting the short end of the 
Wookie. Star Ware offers only 
one female character of any In· 

terest, the princess Leia Organa, 
whose sole function in the movie 
seems to be to provide a damsel
in-distress motif and a romantic 
interest for the heroes. Granted, 
a few efforts have been made to 
placate the modern, liberated 
woman: the princess is also a sort 
of political ambassador (repre
senting her father, of course), 
who does manage to endure an 
unspecified amount of physical 
torture (although .this is more 
apparent in the book than in the 
movie), outsmart the villains in a 
battle of wits, trade cutting 
remarks with the cockier of the 
heroes, and by her ingenuity 
extract herself and othE1rs from a 
tight situation. And throughout 
all her adventures, including a 
plunge into a collapsible room 

full of wet garbage, she remains 
perfectly groomed, in an immac
ulate white dress, with not a hair 
out of place - probably the most 
remarkable of her achievements, 
and one I could certainly never 
hope to emulate! 

However, one plucky princess 
is just not enough, especially in 
comparison to the plethora of 
male characters who inhabit the 
rest of the movie and creator 
George Lucas' imaginary galaxy. 
In this universe of incredibly ad
vanced technology, social instit
utions have apparently not 
changed one fraction of an ang
strom. Women still follow their 
traditional roles of princess or 
wife-and-mother (Luke's auntl, 
with the totally insgnificant ex
ception of two alien bar-flies of 
indeterminate profession wear
ing Cleopatra wigs and the 
occasional woman in a crowd 
scene. My powers of observation 
are not the greatest, and I only 
started to think about this after-

wards, but I do not recall seeing 
a single female technician, sold
ier, guard, pilot, or even a 
villainess. The unrelenting male
ness of this universe extends 
even to the robots and individ
ualized aliens like the Wookie co
pilot, who are all referred to as 
"he". This perpetuation of the . 
western image of male-dominat
ed · society in a movie that is 
going to reach so many adol
escents and children is alarming. 
I· really have expected, 
alien races to do better. 

And am I honestly supposed to 
believe that, at the moment of 
truth, when the noble, Force
fearing rebels have pitted all 
their puny strength against the 
wicked, greedy despoilers of the 
universe, not even one woman 
pilot or technician turned up· to 
fight for the good guys? Surely 
there woti1a ·have been good gals 
too, and George Lucas could 
have done so much to improve 
the immature audience's image 

of female role models by simply 
including a few unsJ!ng heroines 
among the men in the white hats. 
But when the only female role 
model he has to show the young 
and the young-at-heart is a 
beautiful princesss clad in bridal 
white, I object, I object, I object! 

No doubt Mr. Lucas would be 
quick to point out that the film 
was cut and edited by a woman 
who, admittedly, did a wonderful 
job. But I wonder if she would 
have gotten the job at all if she 
hadn't also happened to be his 
wife? 

Rights of the pregnant parent 

The Rights of the 
Pregnant Parent 
by V almai Howe Elkins 

Published by Waxwing 
Productions 

by Gail Rock . . 

This is a book about infor
mation and the public's right to 
know. In this case the infor
mation is about pregnancy and 
delivery. The book states that, in 
most cases, circumstances sur
rounding a delivery are far from 
ideal at Canadian hospitals, and 
in Chapter 11 presents a list of 13 
rules to "help you get what you 
want." These rules begin with 
such pointers as "Read and In-

. vestigate" followed by "Choose 
your . doctor and hospital care
fully" - certainly common-sense 
suggestions with which no one 
can disagree. 

It is unfortunately true that a 
hospital visit, for whatever pur
pose, is-frequently regarded with 
great trepidation simply because 
it is foreign territory. The prac
tices and even the language are 
~illerent and there is frequently 
a sense of urgent:'y and immed
iacy in the air which can con
tribute to an overall tense en
vironment. In this regard the 13 

rules would certainly help the' 
average couple approach a hospi
tal delivery in an informed, and it 
is hoped, enthusiastically logical, 
way. 

However, while the author 
gives a list of specific rules to 
follow she is really not very 
informative about pregnancy it
self, that is, the reader will not 
be much better informed about 
the physiological or other chang
es occurring during pregnancy or 
labour. The reader will also not 
learn much about how to work 
co-operatively with the other 
parent to· achieve an 80 .,., 
unmedicated and largely pain 
free delivery." In particular I 
was interested in details on how 
to "become .one with her body," 
but no such instructions were 
given. 

What is given are a long series 
of anecdotes, most of them 
negative and most of them at
tempting to reflect the way the 
present system has let us down. 
Indeed these anecdotes read 
rather like the "Why divorcees 
date married men" type of article 
in one of the popular "womens 
magazines". They are not really 
informative; they are simply 

gossipy. 
One story I found particularly 

annoying: 
"One of my friends, an intern's 

wife, ate "junk food" throughout 
her pregnancy, while her hus
band pooh-poohed my gentle 
urging that she seek nutritional 
counselling. I looked on helpless 
and horrified as Maria break-
fasted on toast and jam, lunched 
on doughnuts and - on the 
many occasions when her hus
band worked evenings - dined 
on sandwiches and diet colas. 
She w:as determined to not gain 
'too much weight' and craved 
only junk food. During her 
pregnancy she developed the 
'mask of pregnancy' attnbuted 
by many researchers to vitamin 
deficiency, and later developed 
toxemia, a disease of high blood 
pressure related to diet. 

"Maria's son was five and a 
ball pounds at birth. He is now 
three _years old, has i>:ut.fere<l 
from chronic diarrhea since 
birth, has been diagnosed as 
hyperactive and is now taking 
daily doses of the powerful and 
disturbing drug Ritalin, to make 
him bearable to live with." 

The cause-and-effect relation
ship here is so nebulous that it 
taxes the imagination. 

Another problem I found with 
this book was the repetitive and 
surprisingly uninform~ manner 
in which two of what appeared to 
be major (for the author) com
plaints about hospital deliveries, 
the pubic shave and episiotom:v. 
were reiterated. ·Again a story: 
Andrea F.: "I remember the 
itching and prickling when the 
hair was drowing back. That may 
not sound like much, but when 
you have to wear a pad for a 
couple of weeks and iou're sore 
from episiotomy it amounts to.a 
lot - if shavin11; could be avoided 
a lot of women would be much 
more comfortable." 

Sure it would be more com
fortable but routine shaving is 
done not to facilitate episiotomy' 
but rather to facilitate its repair. 
H episiotomy is necessary or if a 
perinea! tear occurs it is very 
much easier to approximate the 
edges of a clean shaven surface 
than to suture great bunches of 

hair into a wound. Indeed, at no 
other site on the body wouM or 
does a physician elect to suture 
through a hair. We shave chests, 
we shave legs, and we shave 
scalps before we suture. Certain
ly an evenly closed wound with
out scar tissue is of particular 
concern in the perimeum since 
s~g or skin tags can serious
ly impair the-woman future sex 
life. 

This leads to the authors' other 
major bug-a-boo: the episiotomy. 
Briefly, an episiotomy is an in
cision made from the OP.0ning of 
the vagina for several inches, 
either directly down toward the 
anus, or at an angle toward the 
thigh. It is done to enlarge the 
opening. and prevent a tear. 
Deliberate cuts are easier to re
pair than jagged tears; further
more, if you get a tear and if it 
runs straight back into the anus 
it can destroy the anal sphincter .. 

It is true, as the author states, 
that many women do not require 
episiotomy and that children can 
well be born without them. 
Physicians would like to avoid 
them. However it is done pro
phylactically - before the fact 

- to prevent a tear, and it is 
very difficult to - absolutely pre
dict beforehand who will and who 
won't tear. One thing is certain, 
it is very disconcerting to explaia 
to a 27-year old woman that sbe 
is incontinent of stool because 
you dio not make that cut and 
she has now lost the function of 
her anal sphincter. 

Do not read this book if you 
want to know how to use the 
Lamaze or.other prepared meth
ods of childbirth. Read it as a 
book which gives 13 good rules of 
thumb by which tQ get yourself 
organized at the beginning of a 
pregnancy. Then follow the 
rules: go out and get yourself 
some informatfon on pregnancy 
and some training in prepared 
childbrith methods if you want 
them. 

Valmai Elkins obviously is a 
dedicated woman who effectively 
supports her groups in personal 
contact situations. Unfortunately 
her ability to instruct and 
support are not transmitted in 
this basically negative report. 
Next issue Upstream hopes to 
present another review of this 
book. 
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BOOKS 
SITA: 
Sita 
by Kate Millett 

reviewed by Alexa DeWiel 

"We will never be free unless we 
relinquish the comforts of our 
disguises" - Kate Millett 

Contained in all the beloved 
hoopla on the subject of sapphic 
recitals these days - a myriad of 
new books and poems about 
women loving women - there is 
an obsessive quality to the "circle 
of celebration" which I'd like to 
address in reviewing Kate Mil
lett's newest book Sita. A phrase 
which describes my own reser
vation about the idealism emerg
ing from all this "organic" close
ness comes to us from British 
writer May Sarton: "Women," 
Sarton says in The Small Room, 
"tend to wear each other out 
with their incessant touching on 
the nerve." 1 

In Sita, Kate Millet has pre
sented us with a fully annotated 
description of just such a slow 
and nerve wracking obsession for 
another woman: Their affair is 
ending and their nerves are 
placed sensitively close to the 
skin. Passion red is my true 
love's heart, and here (I shall 
refer to her with organic famil
ilarity) Kate has accomplished fu 
the genre of woman's journals 
what she did when she presented 
the world with her academic 
brimstone for the womens' move
ment, Sexual Politics, in 1970. 

Kate met Sita later, much 
later, after she had already 
written and published her. second 
book, Flyiag, which was a 
recording of the events in her life 
post dating Sexual Politics ("my 
po0r damned thesis") and Time 
Magazine's goading of her to 
"come out of the closet'.' and 
proclaim her lesbianism to, the 
public at large. She had come to 
no firm conclusion about her sex
ual persuasion then and this e
vent led to some obviously dif
ficult times. 

Sita was married. Sita and 
Kate grew crazy with joy, which 
was their cherished beginning. 
For some time they shared a 
house in California, until Kate, in 
an artistic burst of self· affirma
tion, decided she also needed to 
keep up her loft in New York 
where she had been a sculptor, a 
film mak~r. a writer. After 'put
ting in time in New York, she 
returned to the west COBJ>t to find 
that everything in her living situ
ation with Sita had altered. The 
atmosphere in the house had 
shifted to accomodate Sita's chil
dren and their friends. From 
these outward symptoms moving 
inward, where was the old life, 
the old passion between these 
two? This is where Sita begins. 

books for, by, and about women 

non-sexist children's books 
women's records, posters, buttons 

TORONTO 

WOMEN'S 
BOOKSTORE 
85 Harbord Street 
'foronto,()ntario 

922-8744 

mail order catalogue available 
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En.cyclopedia of hard feelings 
Sita is Kate's scientific, didac

tic recording of the malignant de
mise of their love affair. Written 
in a time when healthy people do 
not fall in love but have Relation
ships, it is a stunningly ironic tri
bute to the pervasive demands of 
the human heart. 

In order to survive the situa
tion, Kate begins to live within 
the descriptions of her notebook: 
"It, (the notebook) has become 
my friend, solace, obsession. I 
live in it in the ability to record 
experience which makes me 
more than its victim." Even 
though she knows it would be 
better to stand alone, pack her 
bags and move back to New York 
City permanently, she cannot 
leave, as if spellbound by her 
own misery: "I am recording a 
process, keeping track of an e
vent, noting with almost clinical 
observation and accuracy the 
death of something organic." In 
her zeal for observation, like all 
North American scientific types, 

she isolates the obsessive nature 
of the dynamic between her and 
Sita from its context and result
ingly goes through a stage of 
undermining even their happier 
moments. She routs out the 
worst light in every situation and 
positions herself directly under
neath its glare, hunting and 
hunted in the pleasantry of the 
days. 

If you do not want to hit on this 
particular nerve, my advice is 
not to read the book because you 
won't be able to avoid it. How
ever, be clear that it is the emo
tion itself which may be frighten
ing. Her style has evolved con
siderably from her previous 
autobiographical Flying. How
ever feeble you may find the feel
ing, they are well expressed: "As 
if tongue-tied, becoming a moron, 
a cretin, an idiot. Does the with
drawal of love produce all these 
symptoms of degeneracy?" A 
balm to the heart of anyone who 
has ever been obsessed with 

another. "This love affair is 
dying. Slowly, slowly, like a 
diseased plant." 

This is wom/lit's version of 
cinema verite, complementing a 
heralded tradition among woman 
journal keepers and publishers. I 
believe, in fact, that Kate has 
gone all the way within this 
genre. In one case she even spells 
it out. She opens orre of her 
passages with an Anais Nin title: 
"I am a "DY in the house of love", 
and pro.ceeds to dissect the 
nuances of each degree of temp
erature change between the heat 
of sheets and the cold bare facts 
of rejection and change. 

In Flying, Kate had been con
cerned with many things: the 
women's movement, culture, glo
bal politics, lovers, friends. In 
Sita she skins herself of all these 
outer preoccupations and focuses 
totally on one woman. Though 
her poetic insights have a 
melancholy pleasure in the read
ing, I found myself wondering 
from time to time if they were 
but a poignant exercise in humil
iation, another womanly maso
chistic number. Again, it is 
Kate's own affirmation of her 
right to love, her own courageous 
tribute to her love, 'which con
quers my reservations .. T_h,e 
worst thing about obsess10n ts 
that it becomes an addiction like 
any other extreme. Oxfor.d de
fines obsession as the state of 
besetting like a besieging force 
or an evil spirit, to haWlt, to 
trouble 'as a fixed idea. It is 
-exactly this nutty nerve I have 
come to resent in the obsessive 
nature of such p~ons. It seems 
the Muse is alive, munching away 
at her own tail in these instances. 
Kate aches over her "allotments 
of proximity to Sita, who is sur
rounded by a flurry of admirers 
and activities." She has no time 
for similar activities during this 
period of her own subjugation to 
the queen. "She is a being ,made 
for living, I am not." What hap
pened to the Kate we respected 
and admired in her two earlier 
books? She is struggling to keep 
on writing under the odds of 
emotional duress. "Artists who 
hazard their work for love 
commit a terrible sin," she pro
nounces. 

This is l\n ,encyclopedia of hard 
feelings, and like an encyclo
pedia, not a book many people 
will likely read more than once 
except in small, commemorative 
doses. But to the critics and 
readers of Sita who cannot help 
throwing up because of what I 
have heard described as self in
dulgent drivel, there is a passage 
near the end of Flying which is 
very instructive. Kate has lunch 
with Doris Lessing during which 
Lessing, an admirer of Kate, 
says: "The most curious thing is 
that the very passages that once 
caused me the mQst anxiety, the 
moments when I thought, no, I 
cannot put this on paper, are now 
the passages I'm proud of. That 
comforts me most out of all I've 
written. Because through letters 
and readers I discoverei:i these 
were the moments when I spoke 
for other people. So paradoxical. 
Because at the time they seemed 
hopelessly private ... 

tLivres 
Commoners' 

~Books 
.432 Rideau ChQ9ell 
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time trip 

time trip 
whoosh 
streak past you 
no stop 
no i split 
i streak past you 
i stop 
trying to touch 
ready to flee 
from a stranger 
in case 
you are 
one 
hello 
can i touch 
but how 
we both stand 
neutral 
no direction 
no decision 
to move closer 
months of not seeing 
and life stales 
old sparks 
is it safe 
to light 
another match 
to move 
by a candle 
back 
no ahead 
. no together 
wounds that 
drew us 
have hardened· 
this is a time 
to wait 
this is a time 
to breathe 
and threaten 
that candle 
ahd'touch 
that candle 
to kill 
this disease 

-k. middleton 

I walk to the EXIT. 
The elevator to Legal Aid 
has broken down. 
Some cable fragile, but necessary 
has snapped. 
So I walk the stairs slowly - one step 
at a time. 

the plants for me 
open a new checking account 
which pots pans pillows 
explain to daughter - How 
to pack my new FM 
mother cannot explain to 

My ancient lover._stranger gets the rest. 

4 flight up I sign then dash 
down the stairs 
but trip 
on the last and gash my knee. 
I will bandage myself from head-to-toe 
like an accident victim in a soft 
transparent roll of gauze. 
Invisible except for my eyes I'll be. 

No hospital bed, flowers, cards, 
but my knee will heal routinely. 
And slowly gently I'll unwind 
the strips to see the gash 
changed to a thin sealed line. 
Like the doubter Thomas I will poke 
my body and find it whole and clean. 

Joan Marie Goodreau 

runaway 



int 
, legal separation 

:he rest. 

way wife 

"It must have been another man." 
Why else would she leave 
just leave 
her electronic husband, oven 
nutritious children, 
furniture stripped with care 
and curtains hand-sewn. 
The gingham curtains are 
closed most of the time 
now the husband echoes 
his girls' names for supper. 
"What makes a Woman do thaL," 
the neighbours say. 

Alone, across town, she has 
no answer, but sits at night 
doing needlepoint in time to FM. 
Up and down the needle goes 
sharp and precise, making 
a pattern too slow to show 
yet. "A wall hanging maybe," 
she thinks, but knows it will be 
thrown away along with old photos. 
There won't be enough room 
in the trunk that bumps 
the rails to Toronto 
or 
Calgary 
maybe 
Vancouver. 

Joan Marie Goodreau 

You see she said to me 
I think it's time for radical tea 

Oh yes I'm hungry I'm thirsty 
Oh yes I'm ready for radical tea 

That's one of the staff trying to feed me 
a little dose of the shit comes down on Ul:! 

From the ad-min-is-tra-tion 
Reminds me of con-cen-tra-tion 
CAMP, not a GROUP HOME 

She's on the way to lay a coupla joints on me 
A little smoke before I crash you see 
Got to write some poetry. 
It been two days since I had my own dope 
And I am freaking out, panicking 
Even though I did smoke during that time 
It enables me to think clearer you know 
It enables me to be creative you know 
I am a scared of being without my grass 
Especially that nice strong colombian. 

Coming back In the middle of the night on late 
Infrequent buses arteries of the cities heart 
It's cold to wait, heartless 
cops slow down to stare at me 
Because the hat I wear be funky eeoo freaky 
Black or hippie 

Oh the man hate me not half so bad as I hate him 
This is was, the woman in Marge Piercy's novel 
has finally realized this is war 
By the time they actually tried to implant 
A computer in her brain 

radical tea 

Oh brain drain, rain on us, keep this matter up in the air 
That it may appear to be poetry 
That it may appear to be poetry 
Let it rhyme that the cops may never suspect 
That the rhymes do not compute 
The crimes perpetuated on us by too many 

fancy stupid unhealthy 
shoes in that display window 

Do not compute 
I am cold and I don't have enough for a taxi 
And I cannot go up to any stranger and ask for help 
Because he might be so fucked up as the kids would say 
That he'd take it out on me 

By now I've t(ansferred to an old leather-seated streetcar 
Whose late-night patrons somehow resemble its shoddy 

dignity 
Men dressed in unifonns or carrying thermoses 
Greyfaced with exhaustion 
Circles under their eyes huge 
Mock socialist realism 
Others drunk with slopppy srnil~ 
Loll in their seats 
A young guy barfs out the window 
In front of me so I have to move 
Or get splashed with vomit. 
Getting clos~to home. 
One woman comes on the car all dolled up 
And pale as a sheet we must be so weak 
So weakened 
That nothing'll nourish us like radical tea. 

-Betta B. Anon 
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September I October 

CURRENTLY 
Oct. 
The Pickering Institute for Liv
ing is offering a variety of pro-

. grams, including assertiveness 
training, Gestalt groups, and 
personal crisis workshops. For 
more information call 233-9821 

Oct. 1 
Art Auction of works by selected 
Ottawa artists. This benefit for 
Upstre&m will take place at the 
Inn of the Provinces, 350 Sparks 
SC Preview from 12 noon. 

Women's Centre Pub and Dance 
at the Sandy Hill Community 
Centre, 9 PM to 1 AM. Everyone 
welcome, children free. Admis
sion $2.50. 

Oct. 3 
The Ottawa Women's Centre is 
organizing a Wen-Do course to 
be held every Monday night for 
four weeks. For more informa
tion call 233-2560. 

Oct. 4-Nov. 22 
Planned Parenthood is offering 
an S- week course on birth plan
ning and sexuality. Tuition $40. 
Call 232-3594. 

Oct. 7 and 21 
Lesbians of Ottawa Now (LOON) 
sponsors women's dances every 
second Friday at the Town 
House Motor Hotel on Rideau. 
Admission $2.00. Call 238-1717 
for more information. 

Oct. 8,9,10 
"Strategies for the Women's 
Movement" Conference in Lon
don, Ontario. For more infor
mation call the Ottawa Women's 
Centre 233-2560. 

Oct. 31-Nov. 19 
. W.O. Mitchell's play Back to 
Beulah in the NAC Studio. 
" ... About three eccentric ladies 
living in a half-way hou.se who 
turn the tables on their-patron
izing female psychiatrist with 
hysterical results." 

Nov. 7 
Charlotte Bunch, well-known 
feminist author and theoretician, 
will be speaking in Ottlitwa. More 
information next issue or call us 
in a few weeks at 232-0313. 
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Upstream Needs 

At present our expenses are outrunning our revenue. To_publish Up
stream we have to allocate more money to production than to our 
on-going costs. But this means that sometimes bills don't get paid, or 
necessary supplies run low. In th~ long run this affects the paper itself, 
and in the past has delayed publication. This is not an unusual situation 
tor a young publication (many fold within the first six months), but it is a 
serious problem. 

In order to continue channelling our energies toward the paper we need 
others to help us take care of the equally essential financial aspect of our 
operation. Can you help Upstream by covering all or part of a, specific 
monthly cost? 

On-Going 

Sustenance 

telephone $30.00/month 
rent $130.00/month 
hydro $15.00/month 

distribution $60.00/month 
postage $35.00/month 
office and layout supplies $35.00/month 

-
If you would like to help us in any way, call 232-0313, or write to: 

UPSTREAM 207-227 Laurier Ave. W. Ottawa K1P 5J7 






